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Lane Remains Open As Police Patrol Campus
PLANNING OPEN HOUSE — Members of the Vottlants
will serve as hostesses when Goodwill Homes for Chil-
dren holds open house on next Sunday from 3 to 6 p.m.
and cuts the ribbon officially opening two new cottages for
occupancy. Seated from left are Mrs. T. J. Toney, Mrs.
McCann L. Reid, Mrs. John J. Taylor, Sr. Miss Ceil Con-
nelly, director of the home, and Mrs. James M. Green,
president. Standing, from left, are Mrs. Edward Reed, Mrs.
Gloria Lindsey, Mrs. Samuel Peace, Mrs. Felton Earl s.
Mrs. Marie Murrell, Mrs. Anna Clark, Mrs. Donna Jones,
Mrs. Minerva Hancock and Mrs. Doris Redden. The pub.
lie is invited to attend the affair at 4590 Goodwill rd. (Wi-
thers Photo)
Committee To Continue Woman's Cries Unheeded
King Memorial Drive In Robbery, Beating
Bobby D. Doctor, an official,
of the Citizens' Committee For'
a Memorial to Dr. Martin Lu-
ther. King, Jr., announced this,
week that "The Committee, at.
the March 18 meeting of t h e -
City Council rejected a Council-
adopted proposal to establish a
memorial to Dr. King. because
neither the Council nor t h e,
City Board of Education dis-
played sincerity, or good faith
in relating to a committee that
represents the concerns a n d
sentiments of well over 250,000
black and white citizens a Mepn-,
phis.
In substantiating this point, it
"there were four proposals sub-
mitted to the City Council and
James L. Netters that:
they were listed in preferential
order. All four proposals were,
submitted Tuesday morning,
March 18, during the executive'
session at which time the Coun-
cil agreed to vote on proposal
number two which consisted of.
naming a NEW school and de-
velopment of a park behind the,
Mitchell Road High Schoo 1.
This received majority vote in
the executive session.
"The Council broke for lunch.
at 12:10 p.m. and at 2:15 p.m..
when we returned for the offi-
cial session, a group of council-,
men informed me that a cav-
cus had been held during t h e
lunch hous and that the deci-
sion was to designate Mitchell
Road as the school that should
be named for Dr. King. The
school is located near the park
which would bear his name.
Committee distinctly requested,
that all of the memorial pro-1
jects not be located in the south-
west portion which is predomi-
nantly Black and not too often
visited by tourists to th city.e
"In the meantime we receiv-
ed information that the Board of
Education had re je ct e d the
whole idea of naming any school
at all. With this information I
informed the group of council-
men that this change would be
totally rejected by the Commit-
tee and that I personally o b.
jected to it for the reason that.
we didn't want the school i n
that area. We felt that if we
had to petition the Board for
its approval we didn't feel that
we should have to fight for
something we didn't want in the
first place."
"I was informed at that point
that this was all that the Coun-
cil intended to vote on at the
2:30 p.m. session. I suggested
that w withhold voting on!
the issue until the Citiz en s'
Committee arrived in the Coun-
cil chamber, at whi,ch time I
would report to t h e .Citizens'
Committee the Council's intend-
ed action and the Committee
would decide then what coursei
to take. When the members of'
the Committee arrived I report-
ed my finds and the Committee
flatly rejected the Council'g in-
tended action a n d suggesteed
that the whole matter be with-
drawn from the agenda.
"After I reported this back to
the Council during a recess cau-
cus they then decided to go
back to the original resolution
which the Citizen Committee
(Continued From Page 1)
WISCONSIN SCHOOL BURNS — This sec-
tion of the Wisconsin Elementary School
was destroyed by a fire w hic h swept
through the building on last Thursd as
morning and caused damage of more than
March On Good Friday Science Hall Burns:
To Memorialize MLK 75 Students In Jail
Local organizations in M e
phis. Tennessee have announced
plans for a "March in Mem-
phis" to be held on Good Fri-
day, April 4, commemorating
the first anniversary of the as-
sassination of the Rev. Dr. Mar-
tin Luther King, Jr.
The "March in Memphis" is.
being initiated jointly by Com-i
mu4ty on t he Move for Equali-
ty (r.o.m.E.) and Local 1733,1
American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employ-
ees, AFL-CIO. COME. is the'
Memphis community organiza-
tion which arose during the lo-
cal sanitation strike which Dr.
King was supporting at t h e
time af his assassination. Local
1733 is a unit of the internation-
al union to which the sanitation
men belong.
The Rev. James M. Lawson,
Jr., pastor of the Centenary Uni-
ted Methodist Church in Mem-
said that "While we solemnly
and with continuing love honor
; Dr. King's memory at this time,
uppermost in our minds is a
A 69-year-old woman, who shortly after 1 a. m., and Mrs. ,
lived alone in the Foot Homes
Housing Project at 355-A S.
Lauderdale st., was robbed and
severely beaten early Sunday
morning, and officers are seek-
ing information from persons
who might have heard more
than has been given to them
so far
The victim. Mrs. Carrie Watts
is in John Gaston Hospital
where her conditions is listed
as "poor."
Some of the woman's neigh-
bors' told police that they heard
the victim screaming, "Help"
and "Murder" but they did not
become concerned because they
throught it was just another
one of the disturbances com-
mon to the area.
persistent and pervasive resolve
to rededicate out time and ef-
forts to the ideals for which
he lived, struggled and d i e d:
Freedom, Integration. Nonvio-
lence."
The "M arch om Memphis"
will occur during the Biblical
hours of Jesus' death—the sixth
to the ninth hours. Beginning
at the Clayborn Temple AME
Church at 12 noon, the s i xth
hour after sun-up, the March
will proceed to the Lorraine Mo-
tel, site of Dr. King's murder.
A silent, wreath-laying c e r e-
mony will be held at the motel.
'the line of march will then
move to City Hall where major
speeches will be made.
National and international
leaders have been invited to
participate. In addition, a call
has gone out nationwide for par-
ticipation by persons from all
walks of life. In addition to
Memphis groups, sponsorship of
the march is expected from
numerous religious, labor a n d
civic organizations.
NAACP Will Kick Off
Watts was found by C. J. John-
son of 495 E. Crump blvd., ,
about 2:45 a. m. on the parking Membership Campaign
lot of a housing unit near her.
She has been unconscious since
she was found
There were prints on her
throat where someone had at-
tempted to choke her, and con-
tents of her pocket book were
scattered where she was found.
Her clothing had been disar-
ranged.
Her daughter, Mrs. Dorothy
Mae Love, of 1484 Oak Lawn,
told police that she did not
know how her mother came to
be out of the house at that
time of morning, because she
would usually lock her apart-
ment when it got dark, and
would not venture out until
The Memphis branch of the
, NAACP will begin its annual
Spring Membership campaign1
on Thursday night, March 27.
.with a kick-off rally at the
Vollentine Baptist Church at
1135 Volleviine at 8 p.m. Rev.
W. M. Fields, Jr., will be host
minister
All Wew and regular member-
ship workers are urged to be
present and receive informa-
tion, i n spiration, material,
prizes and refreshments.
During 1968, the Memphis
branch of the NAACP went
over the 10,000 member mark
to become the nation's third
largest branch, and the goal
for 1969 is to at least double
The screams were heard the next morning, last year's performance.
The following dates repre-
sent the first two landmarks of
significance in what will be a
six week campaign:
March 27 Kick-Off Rally;
workers are urged to try to
report at least 5,000 member-
ships by this date.
April 4; first anniversary of
Dr. King's assassination. Wora
ers are urged to give a living
memorial to Dr. King by re-
porting another 5,000 members
on this date.
The NAACP office will be
open all day so that workers
may make their reports be-
fore and after the Memorial
March being planned for that
date.
Civil Service Mrs. E. Lorene Osborne is
•
0
The Interagency Board o f
U. S. Civil Service Examiners
has announced that jobs for
worker-trainees are now avail-
able at $1.60 an hour for per-
sons who want to work.
penings They Are In Contest
No experience or training is
needed, and no written test will
be given.
Interested persons should ap-
ply at Room 37, 167 Main st.,
Memphis.
at 124 E. Calhoun each week
1150.000. The same day, sc h oo 1 officials
salvaged material from the building a n d
made plans to raze it. A student has bees
arrested and charged with arson.
Four Newsboys Report serving as this year's chair-man of the Membership Com-
mittee.
Four more Tri-State Defen-
der newsboys reported this
week about what they are doing
to make them eligible for priz-
es to be awarded to some of
the hardest working youngsters
in the Newboys Contest which
ends on Saturday. April 26.
Among the top contenders is
Donald Flake of 234 S. Fourth
at., who comes into the office
to pick up his papers.
And in only three weeks
Donald has boosted his sales
100 per cent to put him high in
the race.
Another newsboy whose sales
have also shown a rise of 100
per cent — from 25 to 50 each
week is James L. Arch-
ie of 378-G S. Lauderdale.
James is a fifth grade stu-
DONALD FLAKE
dent at Georgia Elementary
School.
Gary Alan Cole, a sixth
grader at the Klondike Ele-
mentary School, had been sell-
ing 25 papers a week but aft-
er making up his mind to be
listed among the winners he
has begun selling 90 papers a
week.
Gary is the son of Mrs. Sal-
lye C. Taylor of 858 Alaska st.,
a member of the basketball
team, the Safety Patrol, and
attends the Keel Avenue Bap-
tist Church
Anthony Bates, a Tri-State
Defender salesman for three
years, notified the Circulation
'Department that instead of his
usual 50, he sold 60 copies of
'the paper.
, He lives at 1582 Fleetwood.
J ,‘II ARCHIE
The Rev. Ezekiel Bell, pas-
tor of Parkway Gardens Pres-
byterian Church, is president
of the branch.
GAST COLE
ANTHONY BATES
Despite efforts of Dr. C A.
Kirkendoll, president of Lane:
College in Jackson, Tenn., to
keep the school from closing a
second time, scores of students
are leaving the campus, a n d
many without taking time to
formally withdraw.
On last Thursday night, a
$400,000 science building w a s
burned down, and on last Sat-
urday some 200 armed st a t e
and city police invaded t h e
campus, arrested some 75 stu-
de nt s, placed them in t h e
cramped and inadequate Jack-
son jail, and placed charges
against the students which
would require at least $5,000
bond.
The Tri-State Defender talked
to Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Williams
of 1744 Barksdale, on Monday
after they had gone to J a c
son and brought back their
daughter, Miss Martha F a ye
'Williams, a junior history m a-
jor who was one of the eight
students who originally present-
ed the list of 14 grievances to
the administration before a boy-
cott of classes was called and
the s chool was subsequently
closed. Miss Williams is a Mel-
rose High School graduate and
a Dean's List student at Lane.
Miss Williams has been or-
dered to appear at a hearing at
the school on two occasions,
once on March 10 and again
la st Saturday, but when she
showed up with a lawyer, Atty.
W. Otis Higgs of Memphis
both hearings were canceled.
After having made the first
trip to Lane on March 10. when
she and her husband were forc-
ed to lose a day's pay from
their jobs, she said that they
asked Dr. C. A. Kirkendoll to
.please inform them if the hear-
ing would be held on Saturday,
March 22, and if not to notify
them so they assumed that it
would be held.
Since they did not hear any-
thing, she sayd they assumed
that if would be held. After
staying on the campus for sev-
eral hours with their attorney,
they were finally told that the
hearing was off again, t his
time indefinitely.
Miss Williams' parents h a d
said the charges were so seri-
ous that their daughter was not
qualified to defend hers e If
without legal counsel present.
"And we have six children to
feed and educate and don't
have the time to be r un ning
back and forth to Jackson,"
they said.
The charges that Miss Will-
iams would face in the h e a r-
ing are that she:
"1. Made repeated threats of
violence, vandalism and arson.
"2. Promoted and participated
in acts designed to disrupt the
orderly process of operation of
Lane College (Feb. 26-March 3).
"3. Gave emotional and m is-
leading information to parents.
"4. Incited students to acts of
violence, vandalism and arson
by emotional and misleading
statements.
"5. Was member and chief
spokesman of an unauthorized
organization (Black Liberation
Front) without a faculty spon-
sor, whose purposes and goals
were unknown to the institution
before disruptive activities
took place.
"6. Led students in the unau-
thorized taking over and occu-
pying of the Student Union
Building four nights and o n e
See Page 2
PROTESTER HOME — Miss Martha Faye Williams. a
Lane College junior and a leader in the protest movement,
was brought home to Memphis on Monday by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Williams of 1744 Barksdale. She was
cited in an injunction obtained by Lane officials on Satur-
day. (Withers Photo)
Grievances Forgotten;
Cops Occupy Campus
Despite stories that outsiders
are the cause of unrest on the
campus of Lane College in Jack-
son, Tenn., students who p r e-
sented a list of 14 grievances
to the administration last month
still maintain t hey have legi-
timate gripes which are being
ignored by the president, Dr.
C. A. Kirkendoll
One visitor to the campus this
week reported that the white
officers occupying the school
used the same brutal and in-
humane tactics that the Mem-
phis police used in trying to
suppress the striking sanitation
workers in the spring of 1968.
arresting indiscriminately.
State troopers invaded t h e
Lane College campus about 6:30
p.m. last Saturday and announ-
ced: "We have orders to clear
this campus. Go home, or go
to your dormitories"
A few seconds later, a student
reported that the dean of men,
J. A. Cooke, began pointing out
various students to the officers,
saying, "Get him." or "G e t
her."
Before the students had a n
opportunity to ponder the seri-
ousness of the announcement,
it was reported that the 200 hel-
meted police charged the young
men and women, beating them
as they tried to escape.
More than 50 young men were
sitting in front of a girls' dor-
mitory at the time, and the po-
lice came along and ordered
them inside that building.
When the students tried to ex-
plain that it was only for girls,
It was said that the officers
pushed them through a glass
door. One of the students was
reportedly cut during the me-
lee, and most of them arrested
See Page 2
Attend 'Best Of Broadway' Tuesday, April 1, 1969 In Music Hall, City Auditorium
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First Mid-South Showing
Coming Next Week At
EVERYONE IS UPTIGHT at the meeting between the
militants, led by Raymond St. Jacques, and the consersa-
five elemen, led by Frank Silvera. "UPTIGHT" stars
Ruby Dee and Julian Mayfield. In Technicolor, this Para-
mount Picture opens Thursday , April 3rd at The New
Dais', Theatre.
Mempnians Return From
Committee Sepia Prints A Weird
(Continued Era" Pate 1)
had proposed in the first place. Tale On JFK Murder
At this point the Committee de-
cided to continue the with-
drawal of the proposal from
the agenda because they felt
that the Council's attitude was
not sincere "
Mr. Doctor said that the Citi-
zens' Committee would c o n-
tinue their efforts to establish
a fitting memorial to Dr King,
with or without the city's assist-
ance.
He said plans to establish an
international monument and hu-
man rights center have been in-
, ect and will be comparable-
to the Gateway A rch in St.
Louis, the statue of Liberty in
New York City and the 
i
Wash-
ington Monument n the Dis-
trict of Columbia.
The Human Rights Center will
serve as a living memorial to
Dr.. King with a Leadership
Development Training Program
designed to produce social acti-
vists
Fourth Grade
Boy AccusedRace Relations Meet In School FireThe Memphis Community Rosen, Det. Ed. Redditt, Det
Leadership Training, Inc.. in R. J. Turner. Det. J. D. Wil- ,
conjunction with the Memphis hams, Rev. W. A. Seslev, Del I
and Shelby. County Human Re- Joe Ravarino. Det. 0. E. Brad-
lations Commission sponsored barry. Det. C. B. Creamer,
a Institute of Human Relations Mrs. Ethel Wilkinson, W. D.
Training for Memphis Com-
munity Leaders March 14-16 at
the Paris Landing Inn in Pa-
ris, Tennessee. Tpic for discus-
sion for the week-end retreat of
black and white participants E. Peppers, and Rev. D. S.
was. "Issues and Relationships Cunningham.
Among the other participants
discussing the issues and posi-
tive ways of combating t h e
problems were Gerald T. Roo-
ney. Rev. T. M. Davis, Mori
Greiner, Coby Smith, Emmitt
Smith, Mrs. Gloria Venso n,
Charles F. Morris. Jr., John W.
Spence, Mrs. Cathryn John-
son, Miss Velma Lois J one s,
Miss Erma Lee Laws, Harper
Brewer, Earl Chalmers. Clifford
Stockton. Arthur Flowers, Jr.,
Miss Ann Lougheed. Bob Rut-
man. Miss Kathy Roop, James
sity. Dr. J. Don Boney, of the E. Pope, David L. Acey, Roy
School of Education at the Uni- Turk, Maurice Le w i s and
versity of Houston was Associa- George A. Dowdy.
tion Director. Trainers were Dr. 
Eugene L o n g, St. Elizabeth —GrievancesDr. Bert Phillips, Cuber Ass0-Hospital, Washington. D. C.:
dates, Washington, D.C. D r.
Charles B.. Wilkinson, Executive
Director the Greater Kansas and jailed when they w
City Mental Health Founda- brought out a short while
tion, Kansas City, Mo. ordered inside.
Co-Trainers were Dr. Randy' Since being placed in jail, the
Harper. Department of Psychi-
atry, Louisiana State University
Medical School: Dr. Ted May,
University of Tennessee Depart_ dents with only a picnic table,
ment of Psychology; F. W. Kep..130 young men in another cell,
and five women in the cell set
aside for them. Sanitary facili-
ties are inadequate, and they
must sleep on a cold floor.
Many of the jailed students
were attending Lane College
on scholarships, and have n o
money to pay lawyers or to put
up the $500 cash required for
bonds.
In the meantime, a 7 p.m. to
7 a.m. curfew is in effect for
Lane and the surrounding com-
munities of Jackson.
Mrs. M. D. Williams mother
Ada Bowman, Elder L. Shea- of a Memphis student who has
ron, Lester Rosen, Mrs. P a t returned home, said. "Parents
are concerned about what is go-
ing on at Lane. I have been to
was revealed by Councilman
Her daughter, Miss Martha
Faye Williams, was one of eight
students named by students to
represent them in talks with
the administration. For lack of
a better name, she said, theyi
went in as representatives ofl
the Black Students Liberation,
Front. thought up at the last
minute.
in Black and White".
The sensitivity session
brought some whites and blacks
together for the first time on
an equal basis where they dis-
cussed pertinent issues in the
Memphis community such a
"Police Brutality", "the R a y
Trial" "a Black member on the
Board of Education" and many
more subjects.
Director of the Institute was
Dr. Donald D. Glad, Professor'
and Director of Clinical Train-
ing at Louisiana State Univer-
hart, Director of the Memphis
Community Leadership Train-
Inc.: Dr. Jaswant Khanna, Uni-
versity of Tennessee Depar t-
ment of Psychology. My ron
Mohr. Department of Psycholo-
gy. Louisiana State University
and Walter Robinson, University
of Southern Illinois.
Participants in the se ss ion
were W. R. Meyer, Jr., J. D.
Farley. Dr. Gene Fowinkle, Mrs.
Ruby Fowinkle, Dick Gastineau,
Mrs. Eleanor Gastineau, Jerry
Hyman, Everett Leverson, Mrs.
Science Hall
(Continued From Page 1)
day, Feb. 27-March 3." T h e
notice admonished her to "note
carefully Items 3 and 4.•'
Miss Williams was also cited
in an injunction issued in a
Jackson Chancery Court obtain-
ed by the college which f o r-
bids the students to engage in
any activity which would d i s-
runt the school.
Also named were Elizabeth
Ann Fogarty, Oly Neal. Jr .
Rochester Lowe. Gary James,
Frank Boles, William Carl Da-
vis and John Ervin Bowers.
Miss Williams was the only
Mmiphian named.
Jemison, Jr., Rev. Ezra Johns
Norfleet R. Turtle r. Atty.
Charles M. Crump, Robert M.
Wilkinson, Miss Allyce Nelson,
Samuel T. Rutherford, Charles
(Continued From Page 1)
students have not been visited
by school officials.
In one cell there are 36 stu-
Missionaries
Plan Tea
e re
after
An inspirational program and
fellowship tea will be present-
ed by the missionaries of the
Christian Methodist Episcopal
Two of the eight. Miss Fogar-,District at the CME Publishing
ty and Mr. Lowe, are a mon iHouse at 531 S. Parkway East
74 students still in jail, unableion Palm Sunday, March 30, be-
to raise bond. ginning at 4 p.m.
Only one student, Georg e Music will be presented by
P et t igrew, charged with as- the Schola Cantorium of Doug-
saultmg an officer, has been lass High School under the di-
released. His bond has been rection of Omar Robinson, Jr.
set at 12.500. The public is invited.
9z DAISY
NOW SHOWING!
The Toughest Hellfighter of All!
JOHN
WAYNE
KATHARINE
j ROSS
"AffilinGMFRS 
A UhtiVE1111.41. PiCTURE • 78CeINICOLOSe• was•AvIIPOse
Plus - Anthony Perkins "Champagne Murders"
A fourth grade student has
been charged with arson in the
fire that caused $150,000 dam-
age to the Wisconsin Elemen-
tary School early last Thurs-
day morning.
The 12-year-old boy told fire
marshals he stuffed a drawer
with paper and set it afire.
He is being held in Juvenilei
Court.
Millions of persons in t h e threat to the world, an English-
United States have never been man named Enoch Powell. Ra-
satisfied with official x lana- atchin lik w i d-e p
Itions of the murder of Presi-
dent John F. Ke n ned y, and
there are forces at work right
now attempting to sol v e the
murder.
In its April issue, SEPIA.
:magazine quotes an Indianapo-
Rs astrologer as saying Mrs.
sm is c g, e
fire on the tight little i sle ot
iiritain as thousands of immi-
grants flock into the -country
every year. Powell's political
appeal is such that his ravings
about black -interlopers" gain-
ed him up to 90 per cent of
support of his white constituen-
ey.Jackie Kennedy will solve
the case — and sometime this This man Powell. is obvious-
year. The astrologer point s ly a dangerous man, for it's
out that this is one of the rea- demagoguery like this t hat
sways men's minds, much as
George Wallace has done in the
United States.
story points out slaves can be
bought in South America f o r
as little as $5 a head.
Also, ,the magazine features
.1 story on the newest racist
sons Jackie consented to mar-
ry Aristotle Onassis — to gain
a podium and financial power
from which to carry on her in-
vestigation of her husband's r"41811114-riallisti"NL
Murder. No Owes to •ttend. Advance at your
In the same issue, Sepia 
own pace, OW 332-5360,35n.z.0 
38C1Irsia
Write: Career Or.ueroSpehool. T
unearths a shocking condition - 
on the doorsteps of the United' 131.4Etti., worsen TO BIDDERS;I be received by the Meniptits
States that was believed to, Housing Authority St its offices at
have been exterminated a hun-7ete)° uAndt:iimiso oACBTW
dreds years ago — slavery. The n' April 23, 19(19, for. furnishing
the following rolling equipment F.O.B..
700 Adams Avenue. Memphis. Tennes-
see. transportation Pre9ald:
(11 Model 1969 4-door station wa-
gon, including 8 cylinder engine.
Manufacturer's standard slat and
body as described In the sped-
lif caodter11969 ay ton pick-up truck
with standard cab and body In-
cluding 8 cylinder engine and
accessories as described in the
specifications
Person to Contact: W. C.. PEGG
700 Adams Ave.
Specifications are available at the
Memphis Housing Authority Office. 700
Adams Avenue. Memphis. Tennessee.
Time of delivery must be stated in
bid. The Memphis Housing Authority
reserves the right to reject any and allbids, to waive any Informality in the
, bids and to place the award with whom-
soever it may elect.
Address bids to the Memphis Housing
Authorit. 700 Adams Avenue. Mem-phis, Tennessee, and mark same "Bid
on Rolling Equipment."
Memphis Heasiss Auldies7470P.ELLE LEDBETTER.
Secretary
Bid Opening Date: April 23. 1969
GRAY HAIR
f4:r MAKES YOU LOOKOLDER THAN YOU ARE[OCT *SW
Get-
SLICK BLACK
AT YOUR DRUGGIST
ii)
PROTECT YOUR FURNITURE the modern way with attractive
custorn-mr,ftde plastic covers from PROTECTIVE PLASTIC COVER
CO., '3229Summer Ave. in Memphis. Mr.. and Mrs. Theodore Branch,
pictured above with their young son Gordon, use these convenient
zip-on covers to protect the furniture in their lovely home at 2855
Nathan from the wear and tear of everyday use. We offer you a choice
of clear plastic or one of the new color tints now available. Covers are
cut and fitted in your own home with craftsmanship and material
guaranteed. Call 452-6541 for a free estimate from PROTECTIVE
PLASTIC COVER CO., 3229 Summer Ave. Budget terms available,
BankAmericard accepted.
ill I
•
MAI dn.
LIT •;44* • 
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DEPARTMENT STORES
A Mid easiok wow Aetaifiq
riteR CLOSEOUT
SPECIAL!!!
Wireless • Remote Control • Color TV
Enjoy Conapiete Control From Your Easy Chair
'
20" Early American
MAG.. P27 eq. in. nicittru
Console Color
BIG-SCREEN COLOR IN A COLONIAL CONSO-LETrE! Powerful 25,000-volt chassis deliversbright, high-contrast pictures. Automatic chroma
control keeps color intensity perfectly. Glare-proof, dust-proof picture tube, space-saving cabi-
netry.
NO DOWN PAYMENT 19.35 MONTHLY
23"
DIAG.
Contemporary
Color TV
$569
FOR UNSURPASSED COLOR REALISM ... withthese expensive features: New Vista 26,000 volt
chassis, 6" oval duo-cone speaker, VHF fine tun-ing & Solid State UHF tuning • Simplified color-quick tuning • RCA solid copper circuitry.
NO DOWN PAYMEAT 20.40 MONTHLY
I "Air'
- ',"•••••••••-
LRi
Color TV
)61,
SAY
•
Save with No Down Payments
Easy Monthly Terms
EARLY AMERICAN OR CONTEMPORARY CABINETRY!
• WOOLCO • 3230 Jackson Ave. WOOLCO EASTGATE
In Gateway Mall 5100 Park Avenue
WOOLCO SOUTHGATE
1833 South Third Street
•
IVoirife,o
• es ‘
es6 It
.601111111
g
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PLsHING ALUMNI REUNION — Mrs. Rti-
bye D. Spight and Rochester Neely Sr.
(seated), general co-chairman of LeMoyne
Owen College's reunion of all '9' classes.
receive helpful tips from Elmer L. Render
son, national president of the college's alum-
ni association, and Mrs. Charle P. Ro-
land, a member of the association's execu-
tive board. The reunion is scheduled f o r
Mkt 23-26.
Final Rites Held For
William C. Jackson
Funeral services were held
here recently for William C.
Jackson of 1697 S. Parkway
East at the St. James AME
Church. The eulogy was given
by the pa sto r, Rev. H. L.
Starks.
Others taking part on t h e
program were Revs. C. Harris
and James White, co-workers.
A late resident of 1697 S.
Parkway E., he leaves a vacan-
cy not easily filled. His faith-
fulness and goodwill will be
greatly missed. The St. James
A.M.E. Church will greatly
miss all the unselfish services,
so willingly rendered by t h e
late Mr. William Jackson.
Ile was born August 16, 1904
in Raleigh, Ten nessee and
since, has served his communi-
ty, church, employees, and fel-
lowman well. His dynamic per-
sonality and untiring services
will be greatly missed at St.
James A.M.E. Church at 600
North Fourth Street w her e.
he held the office of 'superin-
tendent of Sunday School for
30 years; he was president of
Steward Board No. 1; leader of
Class No. 8 for 32 years; he .Joint recital at 5 p.m.
was parliamentarian of t h e - a 
male chorus and se r ved as The concert to be given on
chairman of the Stewardship Palm Sunday, March 30, is the
and Finance Committee, third annual musical recit a 1
He spent 20 years of service sponsored by the organization
at the International Harvester, representing numerous worn-
Corporation where friends ancE en's organizations in West Ten-
employees testify to his good-snessee and is expected to at-
will toward his fellow man. ; tract hundreds of those who ap-
He was instrumental in fur- t preciate the finest in religious
thering the cause of the Tri-I and classical music.
State Defender by being one of 1 Mrs. Glenn received her
its most outstanding agents for bachelor of science degree in
a number of years. No Sunday music education from Arkansas'
was too hot, too cold, nor too
inconvenient for a willing serv-
ant of the people he loved.
He died February 14, 1969. He
PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
LIcsosed aid Bandit(
CALL Us BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
CALL
01. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033
is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Alice Parham J a ck so n, a
daughter, Mrs. Bernice W i l-
liams; a foster daughter, Mrs.
Carolyn Thorbs; one gran d-
daughter: two great-g r a n
daughters, three brothers —
Rev. A. F. Jackson, Mr. James
W. Jackson, and Mr. Nehmiah
Jackson of San Antonio, Texas;
three sisters — Mrs, Be r di e
Howard, Mrs. Augusta Grace
and Mrs. Daisy Gray; s t e p-
mother, Mrs. Linnie Jackson.
Interment was in Elmwood
Cemetery. Parham's Mortuary
of Lexington, Tenn., was in
charge of arrangements.
City
41, •
W.C. JACKSON
Federation Will
Present Top Artists
One of the highlights of the
spring social season will occur
on next Sunday afternoon when
the City Federation of Colored
Women's Clubs presents Mrs.
June Betton Glenn. a soprano.
and Harold Brooks, a tenor in
AM&N College at Pine Bluff,
and her music teachers a r e
Aeriel M. Lovelace, Shelton Mc
Ghee and Madame Adria Bru- .
mati of Memphis.
She has been featured in con-
certs at Arkansas State College.
Mt. Olive CME Cathedral and
LeMoyne-Owen College. She
a regular soloist with the Mt.
Olive choir and a member of,
the Metro-Guild Singers. F o r
several Christmas seasons she ,
has been heard as a soloist with
Handel's "The Messiah."
Mrs. Glenn is a member of
the Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,
and a teacher of vocal music,
at Douglass High School.
Mr. Brooks received his bach-
elor's degree from West Virgin.'
ia State College at Institute, W.
Va., and musical training there
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
112-164.113 SEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-14,50
TWO REST PLACES TO NT
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!
from Dr. Ahmed Williams.
Further training was obtained
in Memphis under the direction
of the late Madame Florence
Cole McCleave.
A member of Alpha Phi Al-
pha Fraternity, Mr. Brooks is
assistant manager in data proc-
essing and chief programmer
Universal Life Insurance Corn-
pan'.
Former Memphian Wins
Recognition At School
A korner Memphian has re-Committee has the power to
ceived outstanding recognition'solve any problem which affects
in the Chicago Public Schooltthe school's operational func-
System. This is Mrs. Brassel's twos.
fourth year with the Chicago
Public School System and this
is her second year at Herzl Ele-
mentary.
For a second year teacher
Mrs. Brassel stands out. Her
class was selected to represent
the school in a District-wide Art
Fair. Her class was elected to
represent her section in a Black
Awareness Program last month.
Her class won first prize for
having the best decorated room
for the month of Black Aware-
ness.
Mrs. Brassel was selected to
serve on the Professional Prob-
lems Committee which serves
as a mediator between t h e
principal and the teacher. This
-
It is also instrumental in cur-
riculum planning. Mrs. Bras-
sel was selected to have a white
student from Northwestern Uni-
versity as a student teeacher.
Herzl is one of the larg e s t
Elementary Schools in Chicago
with an integrated faculty of
over one hundred teachers and
a student enrollment in excess
of 2,000.
Mrs. Brassel is the daughter
of Mrs. Ira Bell Bridges, who
resides at 511 Jenson Road. Her
husband Roosevelt Brassel is
also a teacher in the Chicago MRS. JUANITA
Public School System. He is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Willie
W. Brassel, Sr. of 1798 Gaither
Street.
BRASSEL
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100 FREE
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WILL BE
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REGISTER FREE
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GROUP AIDS CENTER — After donating 55 cots and 65 chairs to the Le.
Moyne Gardens Day Care Center through its Goodwill Fund, Radio Station
WDIA appealed for other materials, and making the greatest response to
the call were members of the Debutante Society of Hamilton High School,
who collected and delivered such items as blankets, sheets, toys, cooking
utensils and other needed items and are seen here giving a party for the
children. Holding child and eating a cookie in forecround is Theo "Bless My
Bones" Wade, gospel disc jockey at the station. Hamilton students include
leMoyne-Owen
Will Host UT
Baseball Team
T h e LeMoyne-Owen baseball
squad will host U.T. Martin at
1 p.m. this Saturday, March 29,
on the Bellevue Park diamond.
and will come right back at 3
p.m. Tuesday, April 1, for a bat-
tle with Lane of Jackson, Tenn.
Three games on the road
will follow with the Magicians
invading the campuses of Tou-
galoo, April 4; Lane, April 7,
and Fisk, April 8.
The LeMoyne-Owen track
team will be busy this weekend
taking part in the Memphis
Relays, March 28-29, at the Fair-
grounds.
The Magicians' golf tea In
takes on Lane, Tuesday, April
1, at Riverside. Their opener
against Alabama A&M at Hunts-
ville, March 10, was postponed
because of snow.
Valerie Miller, Beverly Baker, Sylvia Wallace, Rayetta Long, Susie Hodge,
Melba Sartor, Charlotte Holmes, Regina Gates, Karen Chalidler, Joyce
Powers, Patrick Clark, Pamela Bailey, Vaneese Thomas, Wendolyn Corley,
Dianne Fitzgerald, Michellease Anderson, Sandra Harris, Ethel Jones
Cherri Jackson, Millie Goosby, Lou Hibler, and Mrs. Helen Waterford, ad.
visor. Not shown is the other advisor, Mrs. Lillian Campbell. Oliver J.
Johnson is principal of Hamilton. and Mrs. Annie M. Jones director of the
LeMoyne Center. Mrs. Edna Hunt and Miss Dorothy Johnson are teachers.
Congregation To Hear Circuit Supervisor
The West Memphis Congrega-
tion of Jehovah's Witnesses,,
130 South 16th Street will enjoy !
the visit of their Circuit Super-
visor, Mr. Leonard F. Hall,
March 25-30. 1969.
Mr. Hall a native of L o n gi
Branch, New Jersey has been
in this area serving as Circuit
Supervisor since February 1968.
Hall's duties consists of train.
ing -and teaching members of
the 15 congregations in the cir-
cuit in the effective use of the
Gilbert Branch presiding min-
ister of the West Memp his
South Unit Congregation said,
"Our congregation has improv-
ed in many features of o u r
ministry as a r esult of Mr.
Hall's visits."
The climax of the visit will
be the widely advertized lecture
Sunday morning at 10:00 a.m.
entitled "ENDURANCE LEADS
TO GOD'S APPROVAL".
On Tuesday. April 1, 1969.
at 7:30 p.m. the congregation
will assemble to celebrate the
Lord's Evening Meal. They do,
this in obedience to Jesus' in-
structions (Luke 22: 19, 20).
The presence of others will en-
able them to benefit richly from
;the scriptural matters consider-
led at this time.
co
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FOR RENT
EXCELLENT FOR NURSING
HOME
12 Spacious Items Calamity
Esti aid Shur
COHVIENT TO DOWNTOWN
AND BUS TRANSFER POINTS
C.0
r--
C",1
tr,
CALL OR WRITE
BR'ANT T. riALLIAmS - 450 LINDEN MEMPHIS TENN,1
38126
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
CAR WASH $15
 
 I LK-6 P.M.
Sit Sim 1125
5.1 Oper I AM tr. 6P 
Sun Ow • A.M t.2ru 
Monday
thru
Friday
SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
3100 Summer at Baltic
Proposals Invited
The Memphis Housing Authority will receive
proposals until 10:00 o'clock a.m., CST, March
31, 1969. at the offices of Memphis Housing Au-
thority, 700 Adams Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee,
for construction of leased housing units in in-
crements of a minimum of 30 units up to a maxi-
mum of 100 units per site.
Sites must be within the City Limits and must
be approved prior to entering into a Letter of Intent.
Stacked units will not be considered except
for 1 bedroom units. Unit sizes will range from
1 through 6 bedrooms.
Densities above 20 units per acre will not be
be considered. Ample play area must be provi-
ded, also facilities for rent collection and main-
tenance space.
Full and complete detailed information mcy be
obtained from the office of Associate Director of
Memphis Housing Authority, 700 Adams, Mem-
phis, Tennessee, 38103.
Memphis
Housing Authority
Orelle Ledbetter Secretary
Also, on Sunday April 6, at LAUGHS AT THE NATIONS"
10:00 a.m a special ttalk en- will be featured. All interested
titled "WHY ALMIGHTY GOD persons welcome, no collection.
Mrs. Buntyn Will Sing
At Eastern Star Church
Mrs. Ernestine Buntyn will
be presented in recital at t h e
Eastern Star Baptist Church on
Sunday. March 30, at 5 p.m.
The public is invited.
She received her musica 1,
training under the direction of,
Joyful Circle
To Stage Tea
Mrs. Bobby Blake Jones a n d
Jean Paul List.
Mrs. Buntyn was educated at
the Mobile Vocational Train-
ing College at Mobile, Ala.,
and is employed as a nurse at
the St. Joseph Hospital.
The wife of John Ray B u n- -
tvn and mother of four c h i 1-,
dGreren, she 
White 
is a 
memberBaptist! 
of Calendar Teaater Ston  
Church and assistant directorf
of its sanctuary choir. She has
been presented in recital oniAt Warrennumerous occasions.
Featured as guest soloist will The Woman's Society of
be Mrs. Dora Warmsley, alsojChristian Service of the W a r
The Joyful Circle will p r e-, a member of Greater Whit siren United Methodist Church
sent its annual Tea and Fash-'9tone. will present its annual Calen-
ion Show on Sunday, March Mrs. Buntyn's accompanists dar Tea at the church at 1606
30, at First Baptist Churc h, will be Mrs. Georgia Woo d- Kansas St. on next Sunda 7,
Chelsea at 500 N. Fourth at. ruff, an organist and instructor , March 30. from 4 to 6 p.m.
from 3 to 6 p.m. at the Woodstock Training Friends are invited.
The support of the public is School, and Mrs. Eleanor Mrs. Janie Morris is chair
invited and will be greatly ap-
preciated, the club stated.
Mrs. Lucille Dobbins is presi-
dent of the Circle. Rev. P .L.
Rowe is pastor of the church.
Moore.
Mrs. Mary Robinson is gen-
eral chairman for the recital.
Rev. W. M Fields is pastor
of the church
LEONARD HALL
man of the tea, and Mrs. R.M.
Rimmer president of the twig
t31-
Rev T. E. White is ulster nf
the church
Desks-Chairs-Filing Cabinets 
Office Suppliers
AR.- TAYLOR
CO. t\ 4.
Owt Vital Eiladetv
18 So. Second St.
525-5792
FREE
DELIVERY
Journals-Ledgers-Ring Books
Morning View
Choirs To Give I
Fashion Regalia
The choirs of the Mornina,
View Baptist Church will pre-
sent their annual benefit Fash-
ion Regalia sponsored by the
House of Five on next Sunday
afternoon, March 30, from 4 to
6 p.m. at the Shelby County
Democratic Headquarters at
313 E. McLemore st.
The commentator for the
show will be Mrs. Lela G a r-
rett. The public is invited.
Co-chairmen for the affair
are Mrs. Lucille Coffee and
Mrs. Sarah Rushing.
Rev. L. D. Wortham is mini-
ster of Morning View Baptist
Church,
TOOTHACHE
Don't suffer agony. In seconds get relief
that lasts with ORA-JEL. Speed-release
formula puts it to work in-
stantly to stop throbLIng
:ootnache pain, so safe doc-
;ors recommend It for
treetteng •
ora-je
•
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
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SEE AND PLAY
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, Mrs.
Bessie
Tuggle
1512 Barton
1st, Race Winner Receives $2
2nd. Race Winner Receives $5
3rd. Race Winner Receives $10
4th. Race Winner Receives $100
5th. Race Winner Receives $500
Plus...Now
2nd. Place Winners In
Each Race Now Recetve
Si Cash. More Winners
Than Ever!
IC=
Join famous Sportscaster
Jack Drees at Florida's
beautiful Tropical Park for fiv,
.complete thoroughbred races
every week. For a chance to
WIN one of the hundreds of
BIG CASH PRIZES awarded
in this area for each show, get
your FREE Game Card at.
Everyone has "FUN AT THE RACES'
In Color
Channel 5
WMC TV
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Portia Fisher Given
Party On Birthday
A birthday party was given
for Portia
-Elaine Fisher on Sat-
urday, March 15, by her moth-
er, Mrs. Myrtle J. Fisher, in
the Pine Hill Community Club
room, and the boys and girls
invited enjoyed various games
and dances after having be e n
served refreshments.
Guests included Carolyn Han-
na, Lynn Hancock, Regin a I d
Barker, Joyce Smith, L e o
Maurice and Arnold R e e d,
Jentha Brooks, Kathy Johnson,
Beverly Shields, Jackie Shields,
Madison Berkley, Paul W ii-
hams, Rosalee McPherson,
Mila Little, Mary Little, Laura
Dorse, Helen Collins and Ellis
Darlene.
MY HUSBAND WAS DYING, SAYS:
MRS. IDA JORDAN, 2802 So. WENTWORTH AVE.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60616I am o registered nurse and
dietician for one hospital and
have been for 27 years. My
husband, Harry, was stricken
seriously ill, I rushed him to
the hospital where I work. He
was given th• finest medical
car• but he continued to grow
worse. The hospital called
and told me to come at once,
he had been placed in on oxy.
gen tent and was given only a
few hours to live.
Instead of giving up I deci-
ded to try prayer. I went to see
REV. COSTONIE immediately.
He prayed for my husband and
assured me Jesus never foils.
My husband's condition changed Mrs. Ide Jordan
at once. The next week he was feeling strong again and I
took him home.
Anyone with a marital, money or job problem should make
an appointment to see this wonderful man. Coll WA 4.4969
for your appointments. If you live outside Chicago write to
him at 927 East 47th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60653.
42104L
FAITH TEMPLE CHURCH
927 E. 476 STREET CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60653
girls' 66-68 Easter dresses
1 to 6x and 7 to 14
3.88 to 5.88
Just arrived! A tremendous collection of
pretty Easter dresses in a wide range of
styles, fabrics and new spring colors. All
fabrics are easy-care.
Children's Clothing-Budget Store-Downstairs
rORDER BY MAIL OR PHONE 555.8651 TODAY OR ANY TIME1
'sRudrrt tvre. Memphis,Tenn :18101
Item
.,
Style Color
....
2nd Color Size qty. Price
—
.
Name
Address
City  State 
Reg. Chg. ( CRC ( ) Check or M.O. ( )
Add 70e postage and handling on orders outside our regular deli-
very area. Itlic for each additional item. Also add 44% State tax on
Liteme delivered in Tennessee. and 5% in Miss.
WWI. MEM MM.
(C.A. 3-24-69) I
REGALLY ATTIRED IN gowns which they
will wear Friday night, March 28th to the
Annual Livings Ads Ball, J-U-G-S, Incor-
porated, Mrs. 0. V. Nelson (seated), Pres-
ident and Mrs. Horace L. Chandler, Gen-
eral Ball Chairman, pause momentarily to
pose for the photographer. The Ball, an
annual charity effort for members
of J.L.G-S, will be held in the Holiday
Hall-Rivermont with over 40 high school
senior girls serving as "Living Ads" for
the various business establishments a n d
organizations in the Memphis area, will be
the Fifteenth presentation for this organi-
 -
4
•
a
ration. Proceeds from this affair will ben.
cut the Goodwill Homes for Children locat-
ed in Southwest Shelby County. The mem-
bers of the group initiated the project of
building a swimming pool for the children
of this residence and anticipate completing
this project this year. The theme for t h e
Ball: "Sound — The Memphis Thing."
Music will be furnished by Johnny London
and invitational subscriptions are available
from any member of the organization. In
charge of designing the headpieces for the
girls, is Dorothy SanIsberry, art instructor
of Lincoln Jr. Sigh School.
HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
I 
41/1r' 0
000alit, __.  , . i oNtiA,Ilki kj itt
. .
Baked In Memphis by Memphlans
rushed rushed daily to your big
t f
maximum freshness ovaHogu• & Knott supermarket for
&Toe & Knott `I, 
tv#,,
'., If
Hamburger
or Hot Dog 4BUNS
 \,
IF TOMMY GRANT CAN'T
SAVE YOU MONEY... HE DOESN'T
DESERVE YOUR BUSINESS
Come see Tommy and Save. All he asks is
that you come in arid Compare Price, Trade
and Terms at Union Chevrolet. You'll make
yourself a No. I Buy on the No. I Car.
2200 LAMAR
324 3611
are your very best buy in Memphis
BREAD Big Hogue & Knot+1/24.b. Sandwich Loaf 2 7
BROWN N SERVE
ROLLS lio2g tuoe pa Zqt: 27
W• Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities
U.S. No.1
Red
Potatoes
10 lb. Bag 450
 11•11111111111ar
lergens Lotion
Soap
Mild.
Bath Size 100
Large California
Tangerines
Doz. 29
Pal
Peanut
Butter
2'2 lb
Jar 790
Washington Red D r Golden
DeliciousApples
190
,
WI HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS
Sliced
PORK LIVER
lb. 230
Blackburn
Waffle
Syrup
190
Pint
Firm Green
Cabbage
Heads
lb. 50
Houge & Knott
PURE PORK
SAUSAGE
3Ib bag 1.25
•
Gerber
Vinyl
Baby
Pants
3
for
$1.00
Omega
Plain or
Flour
5 lb Bag' 490
Vine Ripe.
Tomatoes
lb. 230
Viva Jumbo Roll
Towels
270,
HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK 3384 N. THOMAS
1518 LAMAR
4321 SUPAMfR,
973 SO THIRD
3362 SUMMER,,
Open Sundays for For Your Shopping Convenience 9 A N to .7 P
•
Patronize
Defender
Advertising
MECHANICS WANTED
mA1 a DIESEL
Permanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid
Vacation. Local, truck leasing company has openings for Me.
chanics who want steady employment in large, roomy shop.
T.100d working Conditions. CALL GLENN DelAITT at 94.2-4687.
CARL CARSON LEASING CORP.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
MINS
108 S. MAIN
STOCK
MEN'S
JACKETS
CS1 500
a ml buyl
To $6.99 Values
MEN'S
SHIRTS 2 FOR
Buy Several WHITE DRESS SHIRTS
12.99 Value
MEN'S N. $777
SHOES
They'll Walk Out!
Reg. 45.00 Value
MEN'S
SAVE
NOW!
Nationally Known
BLANKETS
Double Bed Size
$6.11 Valve
2 FOR 411 99
SPORT Now 
25 
00_
COATS
To 5.99 Values
Ladies Skirts
AT Only $ IC 50
Stock Up
2 FOR rip
Men's
Suits
FROM 20
VALUE TO $59.99
00
FINAL REDUCTION
LADIES'
RAINCOATS
Regular $19.99
$ 77
Ladies
SLACKS
$9.99 VALUE
$327 
Be Her• Early
ALL LADIES'
SWEATERS
TO $14.99 VALUES
NOW 
$ 5
 47
411 must be sold
Ladies' Coats
..lany Styles PYIOS
From $ 19'
Boys Shirts
$199
4.99 Value
White Work
Mon's Sox
25`
 Pair
99c Value
Men's Swoaters
Req. 14.99
$ 7 77
While They Last
Casual Dress
From $ 397
' 9.99 Value
While They Last
Ladies' Dresses
Broken Sizes
From297
Vlues to 19.99
Ladies'
Slips and Gowns
$1 • $1 57
NONE HIGHER
4.99 Values
Girls Drosses
From 
$ 97
Extra Values
Polities
3 FOR $ 1 00
Boys
Sults
3 and 4 pie( e
Ladles Hi-Fashion
SIMS
$'1971Z $49.99
Hurry supply Going
Men's T Shirts
3 For vo
Hurry Supply Low
OPEN MONDAY TIL 9
108 S. MAIN
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Two Societies
What might be roughly described
t sari urban vacuum in the making, is
in accelerated withdrawal from the cen-
tral cities by whites while the black
:nigration, which two years ago threat-
ened to overrun Northern cities, seems
to have run its course.
Now, the inner-city ghettos have
lengthened their shadows and slums
have begun to emerge in the suburbs.
This significant change in the pattern of
urban growth was a major finding of a
study of the country's social behavior
since the National Advisory Commission
on Civil Disorders reported last March
1 that the nation was drifting toward
"two societies, one black, one white
separate and unequal."
The report concluded that, al-
though some progress had been made
toward eliminating discrimination and
poverty, the polarization found by the
commission had increased. No serious
start has been made toward the changes
in national priorities that the advisory
panel had recommended.
Although a number of cities have
adopted some of the commission's re-
commendations, no major city has es-
tablished an external police review
board, which the commission said was
needed to improve community relations.
There were distressing indications in
the past year that the police were mov-
ing further toward an irreconcilable
hostile attitude, particularly the blacks
and the poor.
The federal government has not
devised any effective means of coordi-
nating it many service programs. A pilot
project by the office of Economic Op-
portunity to set up in 14 urban neigh-
borhoods the kind one-stop dispensary
of services recommended by the corn-
mission has "seriously floundered at
both the federal and local ends."
When the commission's report was
written a year ago, there had been, for
year after year, a migration of Negroes
from the South into the central cities
of the North and West. At the same
time, there was a migration of whites
from the central cities to the suburbs.
One of the things that has happen-
ed since the riots is that the rate at
which whites are leaving the city has
accelerated sharply. Before 1966 they
moved at an average rate of 140,000 a
year.
The rate at which Negroes are
moving into central cities decreased even
more dramatically. From 1960 to 1966,
Negro population in central cities grew
an average of 370,000 per year. In the
past two years, however, growth has
dropped to only about 100,000 per year.
Apparently both Negroes and
whites are avoiding the inner cities be-
cause of crime and riots. In the central
cities, the report said, ghettos appear to
be expanding in area as their population
thins out. In Chicago, for example, the
Real Estate Research Corporation found
that from 1960 to 1966 an average of
3.5 blocks a week shifted from predomi-
nantly white to predominantly Negro.
In 1967 the figure dropped to 2.9 blocks,
but in 1963 it rose to 5.1.
In any event, the Negro community
is moving steadily toward the concept
that the only way to get fundamental
changin City Hall is to run it by elect-
ing competent and honest Negro offi-
cials.
The Carnegie Plan
The Carnegie Commission on High-
er Education has proposed that the fed-
eral government increases its spending
for education from its annual level of
$3.5-billion to $13-billion by 1976, part-
ly to give direct aid to students through
a loan bank.
The proposal has stirred violent op-
position from officials of the National
Association of State Universities and
Land Grant Colleges. Asserting that the
plan ignored the institutions them-
selves, the Association argued that any
increased federal spending for education
should go directly to the schools, which
could then pass the benefits on to the
students.
Russell I. Thackery, executive direc-
tor of the Association, which represents
100 public colleges and universities, ob-
served that increasing federal aid to
the schools would enable them to cut the
costs for students. He said:
"That would mean that a vast ma-
jority of qualified students could go to
college without the bureaucracy which
will be essential to administer any pro-
gram of direct financial assistance to
students."
To this argument, he added that
if funds are channeled through indivi-
dauls, there is a chance that many in-
stitutions which already are operating atl
substantial losses will be inclined to
raise costs and charges more rapidly.
In as much as these views are a
pleading for governmental grants to the
colleges and universities themselves,
they lack candor and honesty. If these
institutions need more money to carry
on effective academic functions, they
should have the moral fortitude to ad-
vance their request to the federal
government purely on the basis of logic
and practical utility. It should not be
necessary for them to try to rub de-
serving students of the opportunity to
receive federal assistance in order to
continue their education.
The proposed bank would enable
students to obtain loans and make re-
payment after graduation. To oppose
such an arrangement under whatever
plea serve the interests of neither the
schools nor those of indigent students.
In balance, there is much merit to the
proposal by the Carnegie Commission
on Higher Education. Negro students,
particularly, would welcome direct finan-
cial aid from the federal government
rather than depend on the whimsical at-
titude of scholarship committees whose
grants, anyway, are never enough.
IGIIRINuo EDOVOR
Dear Editor:
Your letter or article by
Rev. James L. Bevel is inter-
esting hut rather alarming
that Rev Bevel seems to take
those three-big "oms" (Ommi-
potent, omnipresent and omni-
scient) that God Almighty is
entitled to.
How can the Reverend feel
so sure about his attempted
point of vindication of the sus-
pect when other more trained
minds and eyes who were at
the scene also waiting at thel
trial for a man who has moo-
aspects
lieve the criminals pre-guessed
his program that night. Some
of Dr King's inner-circle must
have served as informant.
Rev. Bevel is either exhibi-
tionist or anticipating mone-
tary gains to be so desperate
about freeing the suspect.
ALBERT E. ALEXANDER
Fort Pierce, Florida•
sterous circumstantial evidence Dear Editor:
against him to clear himself? Plcqse ha "Facts About
Rev. King's assassination The Negro" to "Facts About
perhaps had some traitorious The BLACK Man" as it ap-
as it is difficult to be- pears weekly on Page 7 of
Your Pittsburgh Courier, au-
thored by J. A. Rogers and il-
lustrated by A. S. Milai.
We are Afro-Americans and
members of the Black race.
There is no land called "Ne-
gro" but Africa is a continent.
EVELYN A. WILLIAMS
New York City, N. Y.
1
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This Is Washington
 By ETHEL L. PAYNE 
It was disappointing news
to some members of the Lonely
Hearts Club when word came
of the marriage of Miss Wilma
Smith and Harold Snell. The
'wedding took place by proxy
in Washington D. C. on March
2 when Miss Smith said her
vows here and the groom stat-
ed his I do at the American
Embassy in Nairobi, Kenya
East Africa where he is Chief
of the U. A. Aid Mission. The
bride will be joining him short-
ly. The new Mrs. Snell has
been director for some time
of the Special Services Club at
Fort Belvoir, Va. She former-
ly served with the Red Cross
and later Special Services in
Japan and the Phillippines.
Snell will be remembered by
Chicagoans where he was an
official of the United Trans-
port Service Union and then
became the labor attache at
the American Embassy in Bei-
rut. Lebanon.
Shakeup at Labor: The posi-
tions of Assistant Secretaries1
have been reduced to four.'
Abolished as a separate divi- i
sion is that ofl
Assistant Secre-
tary for Inter-
national Affairs,,
job held for
eight years by
George L. P.
Weaver a n d
once held by the
lateJ. Ernest
Wilkins of Chi-
cago. W e aver
who is currently serving as the
Chairman of the Governing
Board of the ILO (International
Labor Organization) was given
a special extension by the new
administration in order to stay
out the term of office for the
international post which ends
in June. It is the first time for
a black man to be elected and
only the second time for an
American. After his term ex-
pires, Weaver will leave the
department and the sepcula-
tion is that he will take an-
other high international post.
He was an ardent campaigner
for Presidents John F. Ken-
nedy, Lyndon B. Johnson, as
well as the unsuccessful can-
didacy of Hubert Humphrey.
Coming on board in the de-
partment is Art Fletcher of the
State of Washington who made
national news last year when
he ran for Lieutenant Governor
and polled a surprising number
of votes in a state where
blacks comprise less than 5
percent of the population. Flet-
cher will be Assistant Secre-
tary for Labor in the Wages
and Hours Division, the spot
formerly held by Mrs. Esther
Peterson.
Postmaster General Winston
Blount will soon name a black
man as Assistant Postmaster
General, a first in the post-
office department. Said to be
in the running are Ernest
Cooper of Kentucky, now Chair-
man of the Board of Appeals
and Review in the department;
Chicago's Postmaster Henry
McGee and R oland Lee
Special Assistant in the depart-
ment. The two men who will
have much to say on the
final selection are Sen. Ed-
ward Brooke of Massachusetts
and Sen. Everett Diriumn of
Illinois.
Congressman Charles Diggs
of Michigan, is demanding a
showdown with Sen. Fred
ETHEX PAYNE
Harris, the Chairman of the
Democratic National Commit-
tee. over the reversion of the
headquarters to a lily-white
only one black secretary, Mrs.
Marie Cunnigham. This, inl
spite of the big show of inte-
grating at all levels when the
Committee met last January
in Washington to implement
the mandate of the Democratic
Convention last August. When
Louis Martin left as Deputy
Chairman, all the black em-
ployees except Mrs. Cunning-
ham and the shop personnel
in the basement of the plush
headquarters in the Watergate
were given notices. With the
party more than eight million
dollars in debt from the
campaign and its fortunes at
7W011111111101011"4"0"
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BIG PARADE
I Black Ambitions
And Prophets Of
Black Despair
By LOUIS MARTIN
Someone is forever telling young black Ameri-
cans what they cannot accomplish. The spotlight is
always focused on the barriers. For centuries the
whites have been doing it and now some gloomyblacks are in the act.
Recently I was told that a black university pro-fessor sounded off on the kind of education that isdesirable for black students. He is reported to have
said that our students need not be taught anything
about Wall street and the functions of the stock mar-ket because such knowledge is "not relevant to the
'black experience."
the lowest ebb in eight years,
it is ironic that it should be
alienating the segment which
has long given it the strongest
and most loyal support - the
black vote. Meanwhile, the
Republicans are moving ahead
with appointments and other
gestures to win back the vote
which it lost in 1936 to Franklin
D. Roosevelt and the New Deal.
Robert Shortt, the millionaire
treasurer of the Democratic
Committee, is quitting his post
to devote more time to his
business interests. From Hub-
ert Humphrey, the titular head
of the party, now word has
!come on the situation since his
I bruising encounter with Mayor
Richard Daley of Chicago.
A Point
Of View
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
APOSTLES OF THRIFT all concerned.
The black insurance agent. . .
(Agent to you) is most truthful-
ly described as "an apostle of
thrift" to his race. For insur-
ante is a most effective meth-
od of saving money.
The basic facts of the insur-
ance industry were brought
home in a clear and effective
manner the other night to mem-
bers of the Booker T. Washing-
ton Evening School's class i n
Consumer Economics. Two in-
surance underwriters, Byrd and
Owens of the North Carolina
Mutual Insurance Company had
consented to serve as "resource
persons," and talk for an hour
to the class. The class consisted
of men and women ranging in
of men and women ranging in
age from 19 tot 50. They were
married people for the most
part, with growing children,
ranging in age from one year
to their teens. The class mem-
bers were the type of people
who most needed to know some-
thing practical about the prin-
ciples and importance of insur-
ance. They were black people.
Meirrs. Byrd and Owens be-
gan by noting that black insur-
ance companies represent t h e
black man's largest business
achievements. They prove that
the black man can achieve in
the most complex area of Amer-
ican business. •
They pointed out that t h e
black insurance agent is an
apostle of thrift because he
shows his people ho to take their,
comparatively small incomes
and guarantee themselves and'
their families some form of se-
curity. . .security over and be-
yond what most of them could
accumulate by hiding pennies
and nickles in a tin can for
years to come.
The insurance companies col-
lected these nickles and dimes
and put them together, making'
huge sums out of them and
placing that much money in
the control of black money man-
agers who know how to invest
It and make more money forI
Byrd and Owens noted that the
black companies were helping
Negroes build churches, finance
homes, and launch small busi-
nesses in the leanest years when
white outfits would largely turn
up their noses at such proposals
in the black communities.
The black companies taught
their people that insurance was
a form of thrift in which they
saved money for sickness, for
their families' security after
their death. . .for the education
of their Children. . .for support
of their incomes following acci-
dents and other vicissitudes.
While selling insurance they
were selling a community serv-
ice. They were telling thei rpeo-
ple how to buy insurance. They
were telling them about insur-
ance plans based on incom e.
They told them the meaning of
such words as "mortality", "en-
dowment", "mutual", ordinary
life, industrial life policies, and
the like.
Black companies developed
and grew to the point where
they could sell to Negroes t h e
kinds of policies that white com-
panies wouldn't even mention to
them, much less offer to s e II
them.
During the current confusion
in racial matters, the black
companies have quietly but ef-
fectively kept operating. . .pro-
viding jobs, continuing to edu-
cate, persisting in giving serv-
ice, and persisting in setting an
example of the black man's so-
briety and sense of responsibili-
ty and reliability.
Not enough recognition h a s
been given to the black insur-
ance agent. . .who despite what
has come and gone and still go-
ing on. . .keeps going on him-
self. . .getting better and more
expert every day. . .m eeting
white companies, who are mow
beginning to bleed the black
companies by hiring off some of
their bettermen. But the black
agents for the black compan-
ies keep on coming on. A n d
that's good?
Whatever point the professor was trying to make,his statement strikes us as nonsense.
Black businessmen are beginning to discover
what brokerage houses are all about and some arefinding this knowledge rewarding. A few months ago
Henry Parks of the Parks Sausage Company in Bal-
timore obtained several hundred thousand dollars of
fresh capital to expand his thriving business by is-
suing, through a stock underwriter, a new issue of
stock which was quickly bought up by the general
public.
Henry Parks, of course, is an enlightened black
man and he wastes no time listening to kooks, no
matter how many degrees they have. Our young peo-ple should be inspired to walk through all the doors
that have been opened and break down doors that
are not yet open.
Black stockbrokers in Chicago, New York and
Washington whom I know are beginning to win a
number of black customers. One prosperous invest-
ment club in Washington is headed by a Negro woman
who has become a specialist in some stock issues. The
Supreme Life Insurance Co. of Chicago is listed in the
Insurance Section of the Over-The-Counter stock list-
ings in the financial pages. You can buy stock in this
black owned company in any brokerage house in
America.
These facts are cited merely to indicate that
knowledge about the stock market could be very use-
ful to young blacks who might be interested in making
money. I recognize that the new-left whites on the
campuses are horrified by the thought of making any-
thing but love. Some of our black students, however,
are more realistic. They have no guilt feelings about
living off inherited wealth.
The issuance of stock for purchase by the in-
vesting public is a time-honored method of accumu-
lating the capital that is necessary for buili‘ng in-
stitutions. With the current concern and interest in
black capitalism, it would seem that knowledge about
the functioning of the stock market would be especial-
ly relevant for our young students today.
Of course, it is almost heresy to admit that, de-
spite cruel poverty in the black ghettos, more and
more Negroes are moving out of poverty into the
middle economic brackets.
In 1967 the U.S. Department of Labor and the
U.S. Department of Commerce jointly authored a re-
port on the "Social and Economic Conditions of Ne-
groes in the United States." The report stated: "Non-
white families are moving in large numbers into the
middle-income groups. The proportion of non-white
families with incomes of $7,000 or more was almost
five times greater in 1966 than in 1947 — 28 per cent
compared to 6 per cent adjusted for price changes.
As large a per cent of nonwhite families had over
$7,000 income in 1966 as did whites in the mid-fifties.
Outside of the South, 38 per cent of nonwhite families
had $7,000 income or more in 1966."
This is not a glowing picture of Negro wealth
but it does seem to indicate that there is some move-
ment up the economic ladder for ever larger number
of blacks. The gap between black and white income
remains a national scandal. Nevertheless,, we should
do everything we can to make the most of the few
dollars we get.
Any Negro who has enough money to buy a new
automobile should have enough to put a few dollars
in our banks or saving loan associations and even buy
a few shares of stock. I would like to see what would
happen if a large number of black stockholders show-
ed up at the annual stockholders meetings of some
of these motor companies and other corporations with
which we do so much business.
It is important and imperative that young black
students learn something about their own history and
their ancestors. They need the pride that this knowl-
edge will bring. The universities have been right-
fully taken to task for their failure in providing the
courses that are necessary.
It would be a great tragedy, however, to fail to
provide our young people with all the knowledge need-
ed to enable them to compete and to make their way
in this complex, money-grubbing society. I will be
the first to agree that money isn't everything. In
my limited experience, however, it is the lack of it
which is keeping so many of us chained to a ghetto
rocking chair. Incidentally, the prophets of black des-
pair, who enjoy sermonizing on gloom and doom, are
the first to demaad fat lecture fees or cash hono-
rariums.
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Regional Conference Here Easter Weekend
The Thirty
-Seventh Southeas• Lion. . .The Woman In Her Corn-
tern Regional Conference of Al-, munity."
pha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. One feature of this thirty-sev-
will be in session at the Holi• enth regional confab of Alphaday Inn—Rivermont during the Kappa Alpha woneen is a pub-
Easter weekend. The conference Lc luncheon where five women
scheduled to run fr'm April 3 who are outstanding leaders inthrough April 5 with women all areas of community service
coming from 34 chapters in will claim "Women of Action"
three states—Alabama, Missis-: awards. "These women will
Tennessee—has as al be chosen by all segments of the
in Ac-iMemphis community including
sippi, and
theme: "Woman Power
downtown • anion ave.
southiand mall
C S S
fashion specialists in sixes
18 to 60 and 161/2 to 32 Va
CRISP, COOL
AND TEXTURED
16.00
specially sized
16% to 241/2
delightful in feel, iii look, in
•ase of care . . . textured
acetate and nylon shift in
an all-over floral print . . .
artfully accented by sailor
ti • collar and button tabs'
. . . completely washable
and crush resistant . . .
choose blue or brown print
on white.
MAIL ORDERS: add 75e
postage plus 41/2% tax for
Tennessee delivery.
Send for Catherine's
FREE BOOKLET •
of Spring and Summer fashions
03±112)1111.2.11...
, 
STOUT SHOPPE
•
UNION AV!. •
WHITINAVEN •
J DOWNTOWN 64 SO. MAIN • 527-6436
1992 UNION • 274-2061
SOUTHLAND MALL • 395-0064
nominations from religious and
secular organisattions," says
Mrs. Richard Duvall, chairman
of the "Women of A ctio n"
Awards. The public at large is
Invited to this luncheon April 5
at 11:45 a.m. in Holiday Hall of
the Holiday I n n—Rivermont.
Reservations may be made
through Mrs. Maurice Smith,
luncheon chairman.
Presiding at this conference
will be Miss Velma Lois Jones,
director of the Southeastern Re-
gion. Miss Jones says of t h e
conference: "It is a part of the
national policy of our organiza-
tion to give recognition to the
members who have made distin-
guished achievements within the
year, but because of the focus
on our locality, those of us in
Southeastern Region wanted to
give the same kind of recogni-
tion to other women who have
spent the last year in public
service to the community."
According to Mrs. Harry
Thompson, the general chair-
man of this conference: "In the
last year more and more wom-
en have seen the need to leave
the comfort of their homes and
the gaiety of the bridge tables
to face the reality that the com-
munity needs their talents and
integrity to help achieve p r o-
gress.
seventh Southeastern Regional
Hostesses for the Thirt y-
Conference are the three Mem-
Go with HEP
into the nether world
of the HOMO!
Read about them in a
10 — part series
in
HRP
..Magazine
• • • -.' • •
Starting in the April Issue!
On Sale At Your
NEWSTAND NOW
Old Taylor Presents: Ingenious Americans
Norbert Rillieux (1806-1894)
He made all our lives
a little sweeter.
Norbert Rillieux began life on a plan-
tation near New Orleans. He was a bright
. child and eager to learn. So his father,
anxious that the boy receive a good ed-
ucation, sent him to Paris.
Rillieux quickly lived up to all expec-
tations. He published several papers on
the steam engine and its economy and
was soon an instructor at one of the fin-
est Paris academies.
Hiseducation and training behind him,
Rillieux decided to return to the U.S. to
put his talents to use.
In the early 1840's sugar was manufac-
tured by a slow,primitive method known
as the "Jamaica Train". This made it an
expensive luxury that only a few could
afford.
One day, Rillieux ran his fingers
through a small bowl of coarse, brown
sugar, and felt sure that something could
be done to make it better and cheaper.
So he set to work.
By 1846 he had developed a process
that turned sugar cane juice into a finer
grade of sugar at about half the cost. The
Rillieux Process was quickly adopted by
Cuban and Mexican sugar refineries and
Norbert Rillieux was soon the most fa-
mous engineer in the state of Louisiana.
Several years later Rillieux returned to
France, only to find Europeans com-
pletely disinterested in his new sugar
process. So, he turned to archeology and
spent ten years deciphering hieroglyphics.
Eventually, Europe realized the value
of the Rillteux sugar process, and adopted
it in its refineries. With renewed interest,
Rillieux again turned to engineering; this
time applying his process to the sugar
beet. Results: Sugar production costs
were cut in half..
Norbert Rillieux did for sugar what
Eli Whitney did for cotton.We may take
his invention for granted now, but each
teaspoon of sugar that goes into our cup
of coffee should remind us of this ingen-
ious American.
OLD TAYLOR
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT SOUP-SON WHISKEY
16 PROOF. THE OLD TAYLOR DISTILLERY CO.. FRANKFORT 6 LOUISVILLE. KY.
DEFENDER
plus chapters of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority: Beta Epsilon
Omega (Memphis Alumnae
Chapter), Beta Tau (LeMoyne-
Owen College), and Epsilon Ep-
silon (Memphis State Univer-
sity).
Mrs. William Mardis is presi-
dent of the Alumnae Chapter,
and Mrs. Frank E. Delk Jr., is
director of publicity
Junior Matrons
o Present lea
The Junior Matrons of New
Bethel Baptist Church at 907 S.
Parkway East will present a
Zodiac Fashion and Tea on
Sunday afternoon, March 30.
from 4 to 8 p.m. The public is
Invited.
Mrs. Fannie Robinson is
president of the organization,
and Rev. Dave Bond minister
of New Bethel.
Mrs. ,Fannie Bynum is
church reporter.
PLANNING AKA REGIONAL — The 37th Southeastern
Regional Conference of the Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorori-
ty, Inc., will be held in Memphis during the Easter week-
end, and sorors are seen here making plans for the af-
fair. Seated from left are Sorors Lauda Buckner, Annie
Belle Saunders, Mwdean Thompson, general chairman of
Nashville Teacher
Wins Gold Key Award
By GLADYS P. GRAHAM
Fisk University graduate and
celebrated alumna Mrs. Erma
H. Parker, adviser to the Car- was educated at Fisk and Co-
ter-Lawrence Harald Student lumbia Universities, a n d
newspaper, has been honored George Peabody College i n
for her work in student journa. Nashville.
lism. A member of the Nashville
Mrs. Parker, who lives o n
Heiman at.. in Nashville, was
7
the regional; Elma Mardis, president of Beta Epsilon
Omega; and Irma Williams. Standing, same orde r, are
Sorors Freda Green, president of Beta Tau chapter;
Gloria Tuggle, Gwen Jones, Doris Lewis, Juanita Cham-
bers and Fannie Delk. (Withers Photo)
24th Edition 'Holiday On Ice'
, A Different Type Of Ice Show
from guests and notables at the
dinner. A new production staff head- Switzerland. The chimps have Johnny Leech and Alfredo Men-
been a comedy sensation. There doza.
are three of them. They play The Cook family, father
hockey, jump hurdles, spee dCal, mother Dori, the twins
skates and perform all kinds of Kris and Kelly, seven years old
acrobatic tricks.
Alice Quessy, Grete Borgen,
Juanita Percelly are- among
the other feminine stars w h o
are back. Among the male stars
among 16 Gold Key Award re- School, Mrs. Carker has ben . are Tommy Allen, Johnny number, in utterly fantastic set-
cipients for 1969 tapped by the the recepient of the Bronze Arden is a firm believer in Leech, John LaDue and the for- tings and in all 82 skaters par-
Columbia Scholastic Press As- Medal Award for outstanding the spectacular for large arena Alfredo Mendoza from Mexico. ticipate including sixty Glamour-
ed by Donn Arden of Las VegasA native of Tennessee. s h e
and Paris fame has created a
different type of ice show for
the 24th Edition of Holiday On
Ice that made its annual visit
to the Mid South Coliseum o n
Tuesday, March 25 and contin-
school system for 17 years and ues through Sunday. March 30
with 12 at the Carter Lawrence for nine performances.
sociation for its highest a n d work in the field of elementary
most coveted recognition in the,journalism which was made un-
field of scholastic journalism. der the principalship of M. E.
The Gold Key and an accom-ITipton by her co-workers.
and nine year old Kim a r e
again stealing the show with a
"Little bit of Ireland" in a sa.
lutee to Broadway.
There are seven production
entertainment and h a s u s e d The human comedy is ably leers and Ice-Squires.lighting, stage effects and spe- presented by the Ole Houn' i There has been no advance in
cial musical arrangements t o Dawg-,. Paul Andre, one of the;priees. All seats are reserved
enhance the elaborate costumes world's great skating comics; 'at $2.50, 3.00, 3.50 and 4.00.
ed to Mrs. Parker during a rority member has been on the
of Freddy Wittop and the stellar panying certificate was present- The Alpha Kappa Alpha So-
skating of Holiday's stars to
.
luncheon at the Waldorf Asto-I board of judges for Columbial achieve a faster paced effort Th
ria Hotel in New York by 'd i-I Scholastic P r e s s Association than 
any produced in the long
rector-founder Joseph M. Mur-Ifor the past two years. 
history of the skating revue.
pby at the 45th annual conven- I Under her advisership, t h e. The opening night's perform- proud Nt ion. S h e received a t r e-I Carter-Lawrence Hearld h a s lance on Tuesday, March 25 was
mendous round of a pp 1 a u selbeen a CSPA winner sevenlsponsored by the Jewish Corn-:
'times and took the twenty-filth.munity Center. The T u e s d a y! Mr. and Mrs. Percy Hentraflie L Steele and Mrs. Pearlie
anniversary cup on both the lo- night show and the WednesdayiJr., of 2024 Keltner Circle, Thomas
cal and national level in the: and Thursday shows will begin'M e m p h i s, Tennessee, a r eChorus To Sin
e Percy Hentrels
ew Parents
, A veteran in elementary 8 P.M. Matinees will be pre- . chael was feted with a b a b y i tions and foods. A centerpiece,
school publications, NIrs. Par-. sented on Saturday, at 2:30 shower given by aunts — Mrs.Imade especially for Michael,Monday Night ker organized the first Pen and P.M. and on Sunday at 1:00 and; Ethel K. Cooper, Mrs. Mon a consisted of yellow chrysanthe-
, Scroll Club at Carter
-Lawrence 
4:30 o'clock. There will b e elle. Miles, and Mrs. Olivette K. mums and blue baby-breath.
The Concordia Teachers Col- to encourage young contempor-Ispecial show for Boy and Girls Johnson. All three are sisters Canapes were iced in yellow
scouts and RCA employees at!of his mother, Mrs. B 0 b b i e' and blue, open-face sandwicheslege Chorus of Seward, Neb., ary writers along with her pub-
!will be presented in concert at i lished articles to aid young ad- 
1030 A.M. Saturday. i Kuykendall Hentrell. of chicken and shrimp salad
the Calvary Lutheran Church! visers with school publications.1 Tickets will be sold at t h e Greeting Michael on the eve s e r v e d on yellow and b 1 u e
at 1008 E. McLemore on Mon-I Two Gold Key awardees, Dr. Coliseum, all Sears stores, in-! of his shower were Mrs. Myrtle bread squares, yellow m i n t s.
day night, March 31, at 8 p.m.I Gladys P. Graham of N e w eluding Jackson, Tenn., a n dlHentrell, grandmother; M r s.' nuts, and a special mixed
The public is invited. York City and Prof. Winston Jonesboro, Ark. and the Central Gloriadean Porter. an aunt, I punch of yellow, made by a
Mrs. V. R. Goodman is in Scott of Savannah State C o 1_ Ticket Agency in Goldsmith's. Mrs. Rose Evans, Mrs. Pear-!brother-in-law, Robert Johnson,
line Grandberry, Mrs. Juanita ' who just happened to be around
Chambers, Mrs. Dora To d d,1 the place because he had a c-
Mrs. Frances Taylor, M r s. ! companied his wife 500 miles
Christine Outlaw, Mrs. W II lie just to see their little nephew.
Smith, Mrs. Marvarene Parker, Still other well-wishers were:
Mrs. Alice Thompson, Mrs. Mo-I Mrs. Juanita Brinkley, M r s.
zella Williams. Mrs. Cloviecel L o u i s e Davis, Mrs. Lula W.
Exum, Miss Earnestine K i m-1 Porter, Mrs. Thelma Harris,
the world's greatest skater and.brough, Mrs. Geraldine K i m- Mrs. Tyus Chambers, g r e a t-
Anna Galmarini. the Italian brough, Mrs. Pearline S u g gs, grandmother; Mrs. Fredricka
world's professional champion! 
and,
,Mrs. B. J. Freeman. Miss Hodges, Miss Debris Boothe,
again head the list of stars. Dorothy Phillips. Miss Mary Mrs. Dorothy Smith, Miss Rosa
Newcomers have earned much J.,. Banks and from Birming- Robinson, and Mrs. Martha
credit for the success of t h e !ham, Alabama came Miss Lil- Galloway.
show. especially Marei Lang- -- 
enbein, a beautiful Ger-
man girl f r o m Baden-Baden DR I YE I N BAR-B-Qwho skates with Robertson; and
the famed Holiday On I c e
i"chimps" trained by Werner
1 and Denise Muller of Berne,
g national Anti-Tuberculosis Con- at 7:30 P.M. Friday and Sattur- proud parents of a son w hose 
The hostess used a blue and
test. day night the curtain will be at name is Michael Lovell. 
yellow color scheme in decora-
charge of publicity and Rev. lege, were present to congra- People who h a d purchased
D. P. Robinson is the minister.itulate Mrs. Parker. tickets for the 1968 show last
— March and were unable to use
tthem and still have them
may exchange them for tickets
ito this year's show for the cor-
responding performance.
Ronnie Robertson, billed as
co
Co
FOR RENT
EXCELLENT FOR NURSING
HOME
12 Spacious Rooms Community
Bath and Shower
CON VIENT TO DOWNTOWN
AND BUS TRANSFER PUNTS
co
Co
CALL OR WRITE
BRYANT T WILLIAMS - 450 LINDEN MEMPNIS TENN,
38126
Dr Oh n T. riltibilio
Clitood Store
Fine Foods Since 1909-910 Vance
•
at
•
East
COUPON
OF irmit %UFO.
HUNT'S
PEACHES
PRIME
ROUND
mum
ROAST
STEAK
SIRLOIN TIP
89c
99c
SLIcED
HALVES _ A
29-0Z. CAN 
9c
Walt Cetop•ro end $500 odditioual
per/bet• •Irclvd,ng mill, product,
coed Pebocce pr•Thocts.
KING COTTON
SOUTHLAND
FRANKS
BONELESS RUMP
BACON ,,, 59c PORK LIVER lh 25c
TOMOPIAWIT TRISH LEAN (3 LIS OM 00151
, 49` SAUSAGE 3 Riobi, 1'5 HAMBURGER,,, 45c
.PET MILK 6 100
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COOKIES
COCONUT CHOCOLATE DROPS PECA, 
39c
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ONION
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AMMONIA
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PEEP CLOUDY
RINGS . 1
.
9C
ROYAL
KRAFT
OLEO
CHEESE
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BISCUITS
SCOT
AMERICAN
E N
Sold le, 10
,2.01 Pits 49c
2 :, 35c
IVORY
WALLA
ASPARAGUS
ROCEV
PETITE PEAS
WALLA CUT
59c
35c
19C
FROSTY ACRES SUTTER SAUCE
VEGETABLESMD(
OR MATCH 3 FOR $1.00
(LT COI N CUT GREEN
BAIllf LIMAS CHOPPED SPINACH
1:MEEN PEAS MIMED NEGETAIBLES
BEAN%
BLUE
SALAD
WISHBONE
FRENCH 
elvi
CI ASSIC
DRESSING , 39c
25c
'Sun
TOMATOES
GAMIN
CABBAGE,......
GREENS
„.. 19c
Lb
/ALWARD. COLLARD
, tw, 1
5C
C
_DRESSING
OPEN ii as • IA No 3 PD. -IS. • NI IS PSI PM P/N... A . ••••••• PD• .
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RESTAURANT
EXCELLENT LOCATION, SEATS 20
COMPLETELY EQUIPPED. CAN
NET 53,000 A MONTH. LOW RENT.
ILLNESS REASON fOR SELLING
TOTAL PRICE $5,900
I WILL FINANCE BALANCE,
AFTER REASONABLE DOWN-PAYMENT
Smokey's Bar-B-Q
1891 LAMAR
W George PH 216-5214
Reduced Rates FOR
SEND THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
TO SERVICEMEN ANYWHERE AT
REDUCED RATES
6 MONTHS $3.5 0 1 YEAR $6.00
Please send 1 he Tri-State Defender to:
 State
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Society
Merry
Go
-round
By ERMA LEE LAWS !
"Marches .. . There is noth-
ing more powerful to dra-
matize a social evil than
the tramp, tramp of march-
ing feet". MARTIN LUTH-
ER KING, JR.
Memphis is readying it
for a Commemoration March
in honor of the life of Dr. King,
April 4. By participating in the
march you will re-affirm your
belief in the ideals of Dr. King's
philosophy. . .NON-VIOLENCE
. . INTEGRATION and FREE-
DOM.
Organizations are urged to
march as a body and may ob-
tain sign placards from the of-
office of C. 0. M. E. or the
AFSCME Local 1733 of f i ce
which are both located in the
AME Minimum Salary Building,
280 Hernando. These organiza-
tions are sponsoring the march.
C.O.M.E. is the organization
which invited Dr. King to Mem-
phis last year in support of the
Sanitation Workers who are rep-
resented by the AFSCMEi
While MRS. CORETTA'
SCOTT KING, widow of D r.
King, Rev. RALPH DAVID AB-
ERNATHY, who succeeded him
as president of the SOUTHERN
CHRISTIAN LEADER-
SHIP CONFERENCE and other
national figures have accepted
invitations to participate, it is
still our march and our way of
showing that we here in Mem-
phis have not forgotten this
great and noble leader whose
life was snatched here in our
t)wn. Let's walk together chil-
dren, don't you get weary!!!
OTHER HAPPENINGS T 0
MARK ON YOUR CALENDAR
.April 1, is the date f o r
"BEST OF BROADWAY". Get
your tickets from Members of
ZETA PHI BETA SORORITY,
its their "thang-. All reports
label it a sure success!!!
April 5, is the date for the
luncheon at the HOLIDAY-
HALL RIVERMONT, hosted by
the sorors of ALPHA KAPPA'
ALPHA SORORITY during
their Regional meet here that!
week-end. DIRECTOR T 0 M
JENKLNS of the CIVIL RIGHTS
COMMISSION will orate . and
giving pnzes of colognes to
ETHEL (MRS. WILLARD) 
bers during their high school le is pastor.
days are MISSES SHIRLEY GEORGIA STATE REPRESEN- (MRS. WILLARD) BELL, EL-
TATIVE JULIAN BOND. CiviljENE (MRS. UTILLUS) PHIL- PEACE. LINDA HARGRAVES,
' I CAROL THOMPSON and JAC- at 1125 S Parkway East he
was in town in support of 0.W.
PICKETT'S candidacy for
Congress was "The Man Who
Came To Dinner" and really
rapped on the issues of o u r
times. From all we've heard,
we could just as well not have
gone to the race relations insti-
tute we attended in Paris that
week-end and attended the par-
ty to hear Brother Gregory.
From all indications he held
a shook-up audience in captiv-
ity!!! Fascinating dialogue!
And on the next morn, JO-
SEPHINE a n d ANDERSON
BRIDGES feted the Atlanta
pair with a champagne brunch
at their hcune on Vista Drive.
The Bridgeses and "BIG" a s
Mrs. Clayton is known to her;
friends have been friends since
college days at Tennessee St.
WEDDING NOTES. . . MRS.
EDITH MARIE HUBBARD
WILLIAMS became the bride of
PETTY OFFICER CURTIS LEE
POWERS t'other Sunday at the
SECOND CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH with her pastor, the
REV. JOHN CHARLES
MICKLE officiating before her
another interesting feature will family and close friends.
— The brid e, a graduate o f
LEMOYNE COLLEGE, is the
Longview Teen mother of MISS LINDA WIL-LIAMS and RICKY WILLIAMS.
The groom who hails from Fres-
Give the Millington Naval B a s eno, California, is stationed at
where he is an Electronics In-
Benefit Dance ,structor. The bride is the daugh-' ter of MR. AND MRS. WALTER
L. HUBBARD. The bride's fam-
ily gave champagne toasts to
the pair after the ceremony at
their home on Barksdale.
HOHE BOYS MAKE GOOD
• . .CECIL WASHBURN, Holly-
wood Film Director, is home
visiting his parents CASSIE
and CHARLES WASHBURN
and his younger brother AU-
BREY at the family h o m e-
stead on Quinn. He flew in last
week from Jamaica where he
•
The Longview Teenage Club
has expressed its appreciation
to adults who accompanied
them to Western State Hospital
and to social workers at t h e
hospital at Bolivar, Tenn., for
making the tour a rewarding
one.
There were 29 teenagers on
the tour, and they enjoyed
every minute of the trip, and
especially the visit with t e e n-
age patients in the Clements
Building. The club members re-
cited poems, sang and played
games.
Chaperoning the group were;
Mrs. Mable Bennet t, Mrs..
Odessa Anderson, Mrs. Gerald-1
Use Reed, Mrs. Marie Shields,
Mrs. Sula Clark, Carl M. John-:
son, Mrs. Katheryn Bowers and!
Mrs. Myrtle J. Fisher.
Portia Elaine Fisher is presi-
dent of the club, Jenethal
Brooks. secretary, and Joyce
Berkley. treasurer.
or
ERMA LEE LAWS
be the naming of the "WOM-
AN OF ACTION" plus cita-
tions to other WOMEN OF AC-
TION" in addition to fashions
from Goldsmiths. A lot for!
your money, so get your tickets.1
May 22. is the date the local
branch of the NAACP has se-
lected to honor PAST PRESI-
DENT JESSE TURNER for his
outstanding services to the
Branch and contributions to the
city. He's a member of the Na-
tional Board of the NAACP
you know. ROY WILKINS, EX-
ECUTIVE secretary of the
NAACP will be t h e speaker.
You will hear more about this,
tickets etc.. but in the mew-
time the Branch is striving t o
reach a goal in selling mem-
berships by April 4, the date of
Dr. King's assassination.
PARTY FARE. . Have heard,
scores of glowing reports about The guest speaker will be in-
the bash hosted by the JIM!inade of? Why sugar and spice 
WEATHERS GAIL GOSSETT, troduced by the Rev. Edward
STEWARTS at their Raleigh and everything nice and so WALKER.home 
and JANICE F. Ouelette.
for XERNONE (Mrs. ED) thinks Rita and exhibited by
CLAYTON who has a CBS tele- • • Advisors who were all mem- The Rev. John Charles Mick-1 The AME Ministerial Alliance
vision show in Atlanta a n d
Righter DICK GREGORY who,
HAIR COLORING
Hides That GRAY
The Lasting Way
In yirst 77 minutes
at /Of . . . even
dull, faded hair be- t
comes younger looking,
dark and lustrous. radiant
with highlights. STRAND
lair Coloring won't rub off
or wash not. Safe with per-
manents, too. Try STRAND.
ONLY 980
COMM. FIE—
NOTHINC
ELSE TO BUY
STRAND HAIR COLORING
Choice of 5 natural shades:
10 Wart—Black—Dark Brown
and, Yr Brown -Light Brown
Ask for it at your druggist.
Club To
Is to be released in the fall.
The handsome young bache-
lor is a graduate of KENTUCKY
STATE COLLEGE, the MIL-
WAUKEE INSTITUTE 0 F
TECHNOLOGY and SYRACUSE
UNIVERSITY. 
•
WILLIAM F. JOHNSON, good
looking young pharmacist, i s
opening his own pace, t h e
ROSEWOOD PHARMACY 1918
S. Lauderdale in the LONG-
VIEW Heights area. A graduate
of Fr. Bertrand High and Xa-
vier University where he receiv-
ed the Eli Lilly & Co. achieve-
ment Award, and t h e Rexall
Award upon graduation he was
formerly a pharmacist with
Walgreen's and Katz.
He and his wife, DOROTHY
are the parents of two children
RENE and WILLIAM JR. Go
by and patronize him. Here's a
chance to show "Black Pride"!1
Seven Arts Studio in April. This MA (MRS. LEONARD) CAMP-
BELL, and MARY ELIZABETH
ERTSON along with guest
JEAN (MRS. ED) BUMPUS.
And with the young set, the
CO-ETTES are holding forth.
been WILLA MATHEWS,
daughter of MR. AND MRS.
LEAVI MATHEWS at their
home on Gill and FELECIA
MOSS, daughter of MR. and
MRS. HENRY MOSS at their
residence on Clinton Place.
WITH THE GIRLS. . . T h e,
name of the game is bridge and 1
playing it recently were t h e
CARDE1TES and the FLAMIN-
GOES. The Cardettes gave ear
to the call of RITA (MRS.
JOHN AVERY) OLIVE and met
in the social room of Universal
Life Insurance Company where
Rita's mate is Vice-President.
Here the gals satisfied their pal-
ates on roast beef and gravy,
broccoli, green peas, steamed
rice tossed salad, hot rolls,
piping coffee which went so well
with the dessert of lemon and
cherry tarts.
Of course the game was made
more exciting b' ythe arrayed
potent stuff. What are girls
Other in crowders making
(MRS. BEN TUGGLE, ELIZA-
BETH LEWIS, BERNICE (MR
J.D.) WILLIAMS, ANNIE
BELLE (MRS. GEORGE) SAU
HERS, ANNETTE (M R S.
CLYDE) VENSON and JOYCE
(MRS. HOWARD) PINKSTON.
Guesting were MARY ETHEL
(MRS. JAMES) JONES a n d
DORIS RAY.
And the FLAMINGOES met
with FANNIE (MRS. DORSEY)!
WEST at her handsome quar-.
terss on Quinn. Special guests;
were Fannie's parents, Mr. and -
MRS RICHARD DAVIS who're
here from Detroit. They're for-
mer Memphians.
Prizes! An assortment o f
silver. . .first, a phone cover,
second, a relish dish and third
a bread and butter plate. Cap-
turing the coveted gifts were
ELEANOR (MRS. GARMER)
CURRIE, JEAN (MRS. ROB-
ERT( YARBROUGH, and BER-
THA (MRS. RAYMOND) DIL-
LARD.
Fannie gifted everybody else
with earrings, and delighting
over them were VERA (MRS.
GEORGE) CLARK, JESSI
REO (MRS. HENRY) JACK-
SON, WARLIESE (MRS. THAD-
DEUS) HORNE, CHASTENE
(MRS. JAMES COWAM, WIL-
WILL JACKIE FIND
KENNEDY'S KILLER?
An astrologer thinks so —
and this year!
aaaaa wilil••••••••••••••
HUMANS FOR SALE!
$5.00 A HEAD
SO YOU T /INK SLAVERY
tS DEAD? READ 'SLAVERY
IN SOUTH AMERICA'
AND SEE HOW
itRONCI YOU CAN BE!
BOTH THESE STORIES
In The April Issue of
011111ffilktikk.r
at your
NEWSTAND NOW!
Sasie a hundle!
Lease trucks from
CARL CARSON!
PHA PSI FRATERNITY I o r
their brother, CHARLES "GE-
NIE" EVANS. Club Rosewood
was literally packed, this was
really a tribute to the esteeil
in which Genie is held in th,
community. We remember hill,
from the old days at St. A.,
and felt that this was o n e
dance we simply had to make.
Was really a great great night
in the history of Kappa Alpha
Psi.
radiant as the many • friend" .1.4
flocked to their table to greet 4.
BAB YROSE was positive
her and Genie along with hi,
mother, her mother and h
aunt. We are filled with accu
lades and tributes to the mem-
bres of Kappa who have exhi-
bited their brotherly precepts in
a sterling fashion. May G d
Bless Genie, his family an
At the Mathews' the sub debs his brothers in KAPPA ALPH
satiated themselves on turkey PSI!!!
and dressing, macroni a n d 
cheese, creamed sweet potatoes
stuffed in oranges, hot r o 11 s, Lenten Messagefruit punch and baked Alaska
for dessert. Felecia se r v ed
shrimp salad, roast beef, bak-
ed hen, creamed potatoes, lima To Be Delivered
beans, tossed salad, hot rolls,
fruit punch and ice cream cake
roll for dessert. un ay verung
Now you're wondering w h 0:
these lovely young things arel The Missionary Educat i on
and just what do they do be-,Committee of Second Congrega-
sides eat. Well, they work for; tional Church will present an
the UNITED NEGRO C 0. L-. Evening Lenten Worship Serv-
LEGE FUND, will be calling l
you about NAACP memberships,, 
iac:e.atonthesucnhduarcyh. at 764Walker
they have a Life Membership' 7 p.m. Mrs. Sadie Miclrle is
you know, they also work on lo-
'chairman of the committee.
cal projects in addition to being
high school girls. The guest speaker will be the
The roster reads like this Rev. Dr. William Ingram, presi-
GWEN WILLIAMSON, WEN- dent of the Memphis Theologi
DY CORLEY, KAREN CHAND- cal Seminary.
whose illness has kept her
home; BEVERLY STEINBERG
be Mrs. Mildred Williams, Mrs.ETHEL SENGSTACKE, DEB-
Aretta. Polk will lead the re-BIE NORTHCROSS, BRENDA
soonsive reading, and Mrs.BAITS, TERESA SHACKLE- n
Edith Hubbard will offer prayer.FORD, CHARLOTTE BYNUM,
MICHELE PEACOCK, WANDA
Reading scripture lesson will
$111,9110 CONTRIBUTION by Lorillard Cor-
poration to the United Negro College Fund
is accepted by Dr. Stephen J. Wright (left
center), president of the organization, and
Donald L. Hollowell (right center), presi-
dent of UNCF's National Alumni Council.
Lorillard, which makes Kent, True a ft d
Newport cigarettes, also announced a pre-
viously allocated $5,000 contribution to he
AME Alliance
Officers To Hold
Installation
iwill hold its installation service
'on Sunday night, March 30, at
the Ward Chapel AME Church
truly is Sponsor of this chapter. Large Room ginning at 7:30., . .
The national teen-age g i r 1 s The sermon will be given by 1
club also has c h a p t e r s in
Have a room in your house the Rev. Miller Peace, pastor !HOUSTON, DETROIT, CHICA-
that gives you claustrophobia? of Avery Chapel AME Church,GO and D.C.
United-DeSoto suggests t h a t and the charge to officers ofTHIS AND THAT. . .The Vou-
small scale walh.overing de. the Alliance given by the Revlants, the auxiliary group of the
signs in light colors can make a W. J. Neal, pastor of the War-Goodwill Homes, will serve as
room seem learger. ner Temple AME Zion Church.hostesses at the dedication cere- The public is invited to the
mony and open house for two Large-scale w a II -covering service.
new dormitories for the chil- patterns can do the trick, too, The master of ceremoniesdrens' home. providing the designs are spac- for the 'program will be t h e
'Twas quite a heartwarming ed so that a great deal of open Rev. E. M. Johnson, assistantexperience to attend the bene- b ickground shows through. director of the Department offit dance given by KAPPA AL- stay away from strong, dark Minimum Salary for the Afri-
cohrs and elaborate, heavy- can Methodist E p i s c o p a I
designs. 
•Church.
The Rev. R. L. McRae will
be host minister. The Rev. E.
Bond Will Sing
On Palm Sunday
The young of Warner Temple
AME Zion Church will present
Noah Bond, tenor soloist, in re-
cital on Palm Sunday evening
at 7 p.m. Everyone is invited
to hear Mr. Bond.
Mr. Bond will be accompani-
ed by Mrs. Audrey Hall.
Alice Holman is chairman of
the recital, and Marva Jones
public relations chairman.
Rev. W. J. Neal is pastor of
the church.
14 No.
Main at Court
introducing
"The All New
Italian Cut "
Fashionette
Revival of interest in the 30s
and particularly the movie
"Bonnie and Clyde" have influ-
enced current fashions. 0 n e
daytime dress done in printed
chiffon was described as a
"youthful bolero." The design
of today's bell bottom slacks
harkens back to the two-piece
garden suit or "day-jama" of
the 30s .
During this period, also, rag-
lan sleeves in coats, dress-
es and suits came into vogue.
BY Mon Claire INC.
527-3619
Be the
First
Only
1G 10'
For a Quick
Change in All
Colors
See Our Selection
of 100% Human Hair Wigs
Hand Made Wigs 3995 Long Falls ....24 95
Shortie Wig 1295 Wiglets .. 595 795 1495
Expert Styling. 350
We Honor
Bankamericard Lay a -Way Master Charge
VIM=
In Our Afro Department
Afro Wigs ....1995 Afro Bush Wig..2495
We Cut and Shape The Afro Only 250
FOR MEN
Afo Wig 1995 Beard 1995
Mustache 895 Side Burns 1495
I Fast, Fast Delivery Service To Beauty Salons 1
M. Martin is pastor of St. An-
drew AME Church.
Judge Turner To Give
Talk At Metropolitan
Judge Kenneth Turner of Ju-1
venile Court will speak before'
the Associated Activities group
of Metropolitan Baptist Church,
on Sunday, March 30, at 3:15
p.m. The public is invited t o
hear him.
do n tow n
Consortium for Graduate Study in Business
for Negroes in America. Making the pre-
sentation were Joseph W. Williams (left),
personnel services manager, and Charles
A. Sterling (right), marketing ser vices
manager for the tobacco firm. The m e o
were in New Orleans for the 23rd annual
conference of the National Alumni Council
of UNCF.
union ave. southland mall
 C S S 
fashion specialists in sizes 18 to 60 and 161:2 to 32
Easter paraders favorite....
1111,11011CLIST
swag ea
Sari for Coneria's
iI-
- — —
Spring costume
22.00
special sizes 104 to 24'/
loads of fashion.., torso pleated
dress of solid white bodice and
striped skirt... double-breasted,.
new longer jacket.., all of acetate
and nylon.., choose blue or maiz•
each striped with white.
MAIL ORDERS: add 75t postage
pleas 41/2% fax for Tettliente delivery.
STOUT SHOPPE
DOWNTOWN • 64 SO. MAIN • 527.643:-,
UNION AVE. • • 1992 UNION • 274-2065
WHITEHAVEN• SOUTHLAND MALL • 3984064
BANKAMERICARD.
welcome here
Welcome Signs
dSori
Ever notice how many fine business establishments in this area
display the big blue-and-ochre 'BankAmericard Welcome Here"
sign inside and outside their premises?
Now that spring's here, you'll see more of these than ever. Which
is only natural. Springtime is BankAmericard time the country
over. Because no other credit card can be so all-around helpful in
putting you and your family right up there in the Easter parade.
BankAmericard. Spring tonic for the shoppers of America.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS
we•mdtwowl•• roma* ••••• ••••• mom.. •••....•
tst
A FULL
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1COACH GENIE EVANS AND FRIENDS. . get together
at the Benefit Dance of Kappa Alpha Psi at Club Rose-
wood for the benefit of Mr. Evans who is a victim of
Multiple Sclerosis. Shown in the picture are Mrs. Foster
Johnson, aunt of Mr. Evans and his wife, Mrs. Rose Ma-
rie Evans and Sam W. Qualls, who coached him in foot-
ball at St. Augustine High of which he is a graduate and
Petty Officer 1st class and Mrs. Curtis L. Powers (she the
former Edith Hubbard Williams) were married in a pri-
vate ceremony at the Second Congregational Church, sun-
Shown above are the Melrose Wildcats basketball team, who
were recently honored by New Hope Baptist Church. Mel-
rose also holds the honor of being number 3 in the state of
Tennessee. They also broke a single game scoring record
by defeating Jackson Mary High 92 to 61. Shown from left
Benito Casem, who played football with him at St. Augus-
tine. Mr. Evans was a popular and well liked football coach
tat Melrose High School before he was stricken. He is a
graduate of Xavier University and a member of Kappa
Alpha Psi Fraternity which gave the dance (Withers Pho-
to)
day afternoon March 16, 1969 by the Rev. John Charles
Nickle (Right) Standing left are Mrs. Powers parents Mr.
and Mrs. Walter L. Hubbard. (Withers's Photo)
to right kneeling are Carl Palmer. Dwight (lark, Willie
Maris, Larry Mallory, Ed Benton. Shown on the second
row Charlie Walker. Ronnie Robinson, Larry "C i n c h"
Finch and Marvin Cadwell and Ed Bell. (Wither's Photo)
potli  
PROCEEDS FROM BENEFIT DANCE. . .are being given
to Charles Evans by his fraternity brothers in Kappa
Alpha Psi. Elmer Henderson, Chairman of the dance is
shown presented as fraternity brothers and members of
Mr. Evans family look on. Robert Crawford, Mrs. Mary
PLAN REGIONAL CONCLAVE — Final plans for the
Southwestern Regional Conclave of Phi Peta Sigma Fra-
ternity were completed here on Sunday, March 15, when
Ulysses McPherson, regional director, conferred with of-
ficials of Tau Iota Sigma chapter in the home of Cecil
D. Goodlow of 1050 Latham St. Seated from left are Si-
meon Wyatt, Mr. McPherson, Samuel Peace, president of
WASHINGTON GUEST FETED — Miss
Jean Westmoreland of Washington, D.C.,
houseguest of Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Booth
was feted by them with a party at their
home on E. McLemore. Standing left t
Wilson, mother of Mr. Evans, Joseph Carr, Melvin Con-
ley, Mrs. Charles Evans, and Mrs. Foster Johnson, aunt
of Mr. Evans. Mr. Evans, a victim of multiple sclerosis, is
a former teacher and football coach at Melrose High
School. (Wither's Photo)
the local chapter; and Earnest Riley. Standing, same or-
der, are Mr. Goodlow, immediate past president of chap-
tor: Odell Harris, Clarence Cleaves, Trevester Merriwea-
ther, vice president; Angel Oatis and John Outlaw. Their
conclave will be held in St. Louis, Mo., April 4-6. (ft
ther's Photo)
right: Mrs. Luther Stewart. widow of Bish-
op Stewart, of Hopkinsvilk, Kentucky, Mrs.
C. M. Roulhac, mother of Mrs. Booth and
Mrs. Booth. (Withers Photo.)
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MACKIE'S
BODY SHOP, INC....
Fender Body Work Painting
24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
148 S. SECOND ST.
PHONE 526 - 7154 RES. PHONE 357 - 3134
for people
going places
The place is
anywhere! Old Crow makes
it a little more special.
Old Crow
OLD CROW
4.t:.eoe
'11t4A:At'; norsvc."
winskes
for home
. • '
WITCO StnIHEHT KOuROCA mow yyo PPOOF D' ST Itt ED AKD BOTTLED BF THE C;-).ii DISTILLERY CO FRANKFURT KY
for travel
There is considerable excite-Zeta Phi Beta Sorority's pre-
ment in the air as last minute Jsentation of "The Best of
plans are being finalized for the Broadway" euniiag diieet I 0
 
 
Memphis from Broadway and
b to be staged m the Music Hallof City Auditorium on Tuesday
:night, April 1, at 8 p.m.
T h e local Zetas are sponsor-
Members Visit r aise funds to support theirjing the benefit performance to
Eyeglass Project and Scholar-1
ship Fund.
M r s. C a rlotta Watson, pro-
gram coordinator, said that the
1 9 6 9 season's performance
promises to be "the best ever."
It will feature the latest and,
finest New York presentationsj
j from such show as "Camelot,"
"Brigadoon," "House of Flow
ers." and many of the Rodgers
and Harts favorites standards.
The chapter president, Mrs
, Loretta Kate*, is soliciting the
' support of the entire communi-
ty in the project.
Tickets may be obtained
from any member of the soror-
ity or from the Goldsmith Cen-
tral Ticket Office.
Western State
The Longview Teenage Club ,
will present a dance at the Pine.
Hill Community Center on Alice j
St. on Thursday night, April 3, ,
from 7 to 10 p.m.
Music for the dance will be
played by the Twi-Nites Band,
and admission will be only .50
cents per person.
The band is managed by Mc-
Arthur Hobson and includes
John S. Dickey, students at
South Side High, and David
Walker and William Henderson
of Hamilton High School.
Proceeds from the dance will j
Zetas Will Present
'Best Of Broadway'
Teenage Clu
be used to buy games for teen-
age patients at Western State
Hospital in Boliv a r. Tenn.,
j where club members visited re- Baptists Plan-cently.
Portia Elaine Fisher is presi-
ooks is secretary, and Joyce
dent of the club, Jeneth a
Br 
 
Easter Tea And, Berkley treasurer.
Club advisors are Mrs. Myrtle
J. Fisher and Mrs. Kathryn A
 F
Bowers.
ash 
MOVING?
For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
Free Estimates
E-Z Storage & Van Co.
493 S. Main St.
OPEN 24
HOURSA DAY
it. closed Sunday
Starkist Light Meat Chunk 4
4torol limit
Tuna sIA oz.990
Brooks 4Lrnt 20 01.
Catsup 4/990
Geisha Whole 4 Limit 4/Slices or Crushed
Pineapple99
grape or orange
Hi-C-Drink99
Fruit Libby's Ree. or 11 oz.Low Calorie Total L
 •-massaaaaam Im.ors•
cocktail
 5/99
Reynolds Aluminum 12"x25'
Foil 250 
Sacramanto- 29 oz.California 3 Limit
Halves  3/990
Country
1Back Ribs
Lb. 470
11.•
• "'eel
MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
SOUTH-1231 E. SHELBY DRIVE (WHITE:HA...04
EAST-5014 POPLAR (Ai MENDENHALL)
MIDTOWN--1620 MADISON
Knife t Fork
Blackeyes
or
Field Peas
With Snaps 14 oz.
100
Kraft Phila Cream
Cheese
8 oz. 330
Kraft Parkay Utrs.lb.
Oleo 250
Dukes 2 Limit at. 350
Mayonnaise
White Cloud 3 Limit 2 Roll Pkg.
Tissue 190
Fred Mont esi
Bleach
Purina
Gal.
290
 r '
Orme Ida Crinkle Cut
Potatoes
2 lb. Bag 37$
Dixie Dandy Sweet
Potatoes
29 oz. 29
U.S.D.A. Grade A
Tom
Turkeys
18 to 20 lbs.
per lb. 280
25 lb. Bag
ogChow 3.19
Godchaux or Domino
SUGAR lg
Oc-awr-- 
•.
6itli Coupon
and $5.00
Additional
purchase
or more
Peter Pan 3 lb. Jar 1.45
Peanut Butter
Skimmed 13 oz
Pet Milk 100
Snowdrift veg.
Shortening
3 lb. Can 590
Pork Roast
Loin Lb.567(
Morrell
Chitterlings
10 lb. Pail 2.39
Libby's Cut 4 limit
Beets
Puffin 8 oz.
-
Biscuits _141,4P
Delmonte Blue Lake Cut
Green Beans
11 "7 23
16 oz. Can
100
—6--
FRED MONTESI
Godchaux or Domino 5
SUGAR lb.Bag 14
With coupon and $5.00 add 'Pioncil purchas•
exclud;no xolue of coupon merchandise(fresh
prod,cts and tobacco also excluded in
comp! ion,..• stat• law). Coupon •spires
noon, Wed., April 2 . Ant;-Freez pur-
chase not included .a coupon redemption.
ONE COUPON PER FAMILY PER WEEK
Southern Belle butt portion lb 61c
Smoked Hams
shank portion lb. 48c
Fred Mertes! Ccurtry Style
Pork Sausage
454
 215 1G' 79°
Fresh Ground
HAMBURGER
Pet Pound 534:
4 lb. pkg. or more pet lb 49e
U.S.D.A. Choice HEAvY
shldr. clod or Bnls, cntr. cut chuck
Beef Roast ib.890natl,aged
ion Show
The Board of Christian Edu-
cation of Gospel Temple Bap-
tist Church will present a tea
. and fashion show in the Skyway
of the Sheraton
-Peabody Hotelj on Easter Sunday afternoon,
April 6, from 4 to 7 p.m. The
public is invited.
New creations and fashions
will he displayed by outstand-ing models, and music will be
sung by Schola Cantorium.
Proceeds from the affair willbe used to establish a scholar-
ship fund to send as many oflthe church's graduates to col-lege as resources will permit.
Mrs. Ophelia Little is chair-
man of the tea. The Rev. Nes-bit Alston is pastor of the
; church.
SGT. GEORGE PURDY
Local Airman
Is Decorated
In Air Force
' FAIRFIELD, Calif. — Staff
Sergeant George H. Purdy, son j
I of Mr. and Mrs. Joe F. Purdy.,
I Sr., 2306 Devoy, Memphis, has '
received the U. S. Air Force,
Commendation Medal for serv-
ice in Vietnam.
Sergeant Purdy was decorat-
ed for meritorious service as
an aircraft mechanic at T u y
Hoa AB. He was cited for his
outstanding professional skill, j
leadership and dedication to
duty.
The sergeant was presented
the medal d uring ceremonies
at Travis AFB, Calif., where he
is now assigned in a unit of
the Military Airlift Command.
The sergeant is a graduate of
Manassas High School.
His wife, Emma, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Adell
Jeffries of 1387 Horace at.,
Memphis.
Civic League
Installation
At New Bethel
The Hyde Park Civic League
is holding installation services
for officers at the New Bethel
Baptist Church at 2215 Stovall
on Sunday night. March 30, at
8 p.m.
The guest speaker for the
evening will be the Rev. Eze-
kiel Bell, pastor of Parkway
Gardens Presbyterian Church
and president of the Memphis
branch of the NAACP. M a t.
thew R. Davis will be master
of ceremonies.
C. B. Myers is president of
the League. and Mrs. Lillie
Mae Evans reporter. R e v.
G. G. Brown will be host for
the meeting.
I.
08
.1 rev LL. !tor SPRING
BAXTER CLOTHES
CELEBRATING THEIR 24TH
YEAR "PARADE OF VALUES"
PLEASE NOTE
There are NO comparative prices in this ad. We
prefer that you shop around-then visit Baxter-
FEEL THE FABRIC-oompare the NEEDLE-
WORK-check the FIT and see for yourself.
We don't have red hangers, gold hangers, real
plush seats or gold chandeliers-BUT-we are
mighty PROUD °Lour Fine Fabrics and.Kxcep-
tional 'Tailoring at FACTORY-TO-YOU PRICES!
FABRIC:
Included in our greatest collection of fabrics ail
100 per cent Wool Sharkskins-Pin Stripes-Her-
ringbones-Glen Plaids-Solids-the kind of fab-
rics you'd expect to find at much higher prices.
TAILORING:
All our suits are tailored in our own
workrooms by skilled Union crafts-
men-over 30 hand operations! Ask
salesman to show you our superb
hand work where it counts.
"RSA but not gaudy"-we stay away
from fads-our traditional cut is worn
by men of good taste throughout the
country.
FIT:
Dozens of sizes and models help fit
men of most shapes and builds. Regu-
lars - Longs - Shorts - Stouts -
Bizes34 to 50.
OUR SUIT PRICES
97" $47"
YEAR 100% WOOL
ROUND WORSTED
$5295
LORD
BAXTER
$6495
GOLD LABEL
SILK BLENDS
WE ALSO CARRY ONE OF MEMPHIS'
LARGEST STOCKS OF MEN'S CLOTHES
SPORT COATS
1495 To 4295
ALL GOOD VALUES
99
0 0 01
cancThii:Tia7
SLACKS TO MATCH
695 To 13"
ALTERATIONS FREE
ARE YOU
TIRED OF
PAYING BIG
PRICES FOR
MEN'S
CLOTHES?
Do the big
ads with the
low prices
"pull you in"
only to find
the suit you
want costing
twice (or
more) the'
advertised
price?
•
SUIT SALE
sPECIAL 
,2500GROUP .P
VALUES TO
49.95
ALL GOOD VALUES
LAYAWAY NOW FOR EASTER—NO EXTRA CHARGE •
RAXTE,R
.LP CLOTHES
Cleveland
At Atadis•it
Olowit Mogi.
'Tit
2272
Lamar
• laxess•Aiirroys
Caielor
Op.* Mort, Fri.
^111
•11111
S. Third
immthroN Shopping
Center
Op." Thum., Frt.
end Set. Ill
I IPS1 NATI ON A L
BANKAMERICARD
tp.tivine
master charge
,
4444511(i
86 PRO
ondloomor Bottled in Bond. CG. D. Co.
The treat's
onus!
Bourbon Drit4(ers
your time has come.
Kentucky Tavern offers you
an outstanding new value.
Still the same fine tradition.
Still the same 8 year Old quality.
The only difference is the...
well, let your retailer tell you
all about it.
-
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It's Fun 
It's Exciting
It's Free
Get 
Full 
Details. At 
The
Lucky Foods Store In
Your Neighborhood.
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MEMPHIS' SUPER SOUL
37471,0N
MELLOW JACK 1340 
AVERY DAVIS
WILDCHILD 
NIGHT and DAY 
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"-N
ile the honors calvacade Theand carry Johnny Wooden's was being put in motion, Al i 
game was by far the most
n
team to its unprecedented third dor did a tall stretch to---tca-ke- season tourney roundups.
exciting of the two giant post-
consecutive National Collegiate down the nets. The brash New Athletic Association Champion- Yorker, who was picked f o r, It was not until in the finalship. his third MVP award, has led 
minutes that the Philadelphians
Led by the awesome seven' the Californians to an enviable were able to rap up the nip-foot plus Lew Alcindor UCLA 85-2 record and the Bruin s' and-tuck struggle. Bosto
championship. e Paddy 
Driscoll was honored asfilthnational
the NIT's most valuable. Dris-
waukee of the NBA and the, coil will 
play for Cousy's East
New York Nets of the rival 
squad against Wooden's West
team April 3rd inABA to get Alcindor signed to 
the Mid-South
pro contract. The highest 
Coliseum. Bobby Smith, Rick
representative who barel Y bidder is expected to make Ralsoboerpsloany 
and Rich Jones will
in the All-Star gamemissed an upset over UCLA in fabulous Lew a millionaire be- 
at the Coliseum.the semifinals, took third place fore he scores his first basket by soundly trouncing North or bats away an enemy shot inCarolina, 104-84, despite a 35 the pro ranks. The biggestpoint effort of Ta r heel All- change in the career of Alcin-
dor, regardless of which team
lands him, is the fact that his
new quintet will no doubt lose'
more games in half of a sea- LICENSED BONDED
son than the three losses by
Power Memorial High in New Custom Built Churches, Free
Estimates,FinancingYork and UCLA the last eightSave the Drake game UCLA years
marched to the NCAA title BILL COSBY'S TEAM :sss:
▪ Reputable Workmanship,with comparative ease after Bill Cosby of TV fame told
to Southern Cal in the Bruins' 
Pat Summerall that he was Call Today Smith & G
the two point slowdown setback 
odwln,
able to play at Temple when,fins] regular season game in all the scholarship students 
• General Contractor.905 EstivLos‘ Angeles. Alcindor and his alflunked out. Cosby was on ,sss:talented mates blasted N e w
Mexico State and Santa Clara
to take the Western Regional.
Santa Clara, rated second in
the final polls, took a convinc- coach Bob Cousy. The Owlsing shelling. Upset B.C. 89-76 for the Nation-ABA OR NBA?
Alcindor went out in a blaze
of glory scoring 37 paints in
his typical easy manner adding
20 rebounds to his credit. B i g
Lew got 24 of his point total in
the first half. During the same
period Purdue All-American
Rick Mount could cash in with
only eight making just three of
his first 18 attempts. The Boil-
ermaker shooting ace, believed
to be one of the deadliest long
range shooters in the history of
the game, finished the evening
with 28. The Purdue quickness
bothered UCLA only for a short
spell before the close of the
sacked Purdue, 92-72, before
over 18,000 in Freedom Hall
at Louisville and millions on
nationwide television last S a t-
urday afternoon.
Drake, the Missouri Valley
A rare defeat pinned on
UCLA by Southern California
could be the catalyst which
was used to fire up the Bruins
UCLA TAKES THIRD lhalf when the Hoosiers ki•;01j A R! I t-MI Tournamentfew turnovers to cut a big Championship last SaturdayUCLA advantage to 42-31 at in- 
termission. afternoon in New York's fam-
ed Madison Square G a r d a n.
American Charlie Scott. W ii-
lie McCarter, the villain w h o
sank a 12 second shot which
sent Memphis State down to
one of the Tigers' heart
-break-
ing Valley defeats, scored 28
to lead the Drake attack.
SPORTS HORIZON ATTENTION
Customers of
. j. MAILMRS . BEY
(Deceased)
Is pincer Corsetiere)
tore being serviced by
SPENCER
CORSET SHOP
, 3976 M00011 ROM!
Phones.
327-58S8 or 327-6277
MEDICAL AND STYLE
GARMENTS
.111 I,,,tipulut ?petit 31
lour 'Ionic ur our :Ow»
L-0 Spring Break
Will Begin Friday
Spring break for students and
faculty at LeMoyne-Owen C o l-
iege begins after the last class
this Friday, March 28, and con-
tinues through Sunday. April
6. Classes will be resumed
Monday morning, April 7.
hand last Saturday afternoon
when Temple spoiled what was P. H. 525-6506 414, 362-1003
supposed to be a retirement
KssssssSS‘isSss....present for Boston College
MINISTERS
C.D. ASKEW REALTY COMPANY
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FOR SALE
Modern Church Building
Good For School Or Church
Brick construction, .has fine auditorium with seating capacity
of 600, with choir rooms, offices and store rooms, only 10 years
old, 75 Sunday School rooms, .6 assembly halls, large combina-
tion recreation room and dining roam, all centrally heated and air
conditioned. Located on approximately 3 acres, about 8 blocks
from up town on a wide thoroughfare, has lots of off-street park-
ing. Will sell for half of reproduction cost. Shown only by ap-
pointment. See or call C.D. Askew.
Suite 1318 1st National Bank Bldg.
M
3
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Ever try to describe the taste
of a whiskey to a friend? There aren't
too many words you can use.
"Smooth.. ....
that's about it.
When you're describing the taste
of Seagram's 7 Crown we think there's
one more word you'll want to add.
That rare intangible —"quality-.
You can't touch it. But you sure
can taste it!
Say Seagram's and Be Sure.
tastes
Seagram Distillers Company, N.Y.C.Blended Whiskey. 66 Proof. 65% Grain Neutral Spirits.
Slashed Prices
Will Cut Your Food Costs,
And You'll. Still .Get Your Top Value Stamg .
TOP VALUE STAMPS
REDEMPTION
CENTERS
are conveniently located -
152 0 UNION AVE.
EASTGATE CENTER
WHITE HAVEN PLAZA.
FRAYSER PLAZA,
lo A.M.-5 P.M.
TUESDAY. THRU SATURDAY
CLOSED MONDAYS
U.S.D.A. Choice Tenderoy BEEF
RIB
ROAST
U.S. Choice Tenderay
Chuck Steaks
KROGER'S LEAN
Pork Loin
Country Style-Rindless
Sliced Bacon
Morrell's Pride or Kroger
89!
Quarter -Sliced
as mixed chops
All-Meat Wieners
CRISCO
Of
HOMO
with our coupon offer at
Morton Salt
Showboat
Pork &
Chunk Style
Kroger
K roger
Cheese
011.
right 438-mt
Beans
Tuna
Spread
lb.
lb.
59°
59°
lb- 55
lb. 57°
COOKED
HAM
9 
t
Butt Portion
lb.
Oe
15o 10
6 29°
7902-16.pkg.
31b, CRISC019e
Of HUMKO OIL 15e
with this coupon and S5,00 addlt;on.
al purchase, excluding tobacco and
fresh or frozen milk products. Good
thru Tues.. April 1. Limit On•
TIMMSTI affr
r...
t
MELO-SOFT
BREAD
HOMOGENIZED -
KROGER 53 t
MILK
102 Gal,
Giant Size
3B "all" Detergent
All Flavors
Hawaiian PunchA‘ondo,,
Pineapple
3-16s
1 o z.
1Qt-
14oz.
con
1 lb.
4 oz
cart
770
250
25
SUNRISE-FRESH
GOLDEN earsfor
CORN
U.S. No. 1
Red Potatoes
Sweet Potatoes
Washington State Red or Gold
Delicious Apples
20 lb. Bag
2 lbs.
990
290
69°
1-1b.
4-ozo
Loaves ,
BONUS COUPON
FOR EXTRA
Isp.
VALUE STAMPS ail /MI
50
TOP
50 ith 1 TA*. Krnster Nu's
100  ,ttli a Cennan Citur Cai. (
50 „,th pko. Fru,Breast or Lees 
so 'C d Chock 
50
 
Cn.und Round
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\ 50 ...?,,Alfl:t P,1 Chop.;  irl
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50 Mrs Weaver's Sat,. I
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100 "ri.le L ' \feats  2A
100 „,o, _ I:, Dr1,1%. PI, ‘• El] ri
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DENTAL HEALTH WEEK — The 1969 National Children's
Dental Health Week was observed here recently, and in-
cluded movies, speeches and table clinics on Dental Health.
Seen here is a table clinic on oral hygeine presented at
the Little Flower Catholic School, and standing at right
DEFENDER • SATURDAY, MARCH 29, 1969
are Dr. John E. Jordan, chairman of the, Dental Health
Week, and Mrs. Dorothy Robinson, a teacher at the school.
Showing children of Little Flower the correct toothbrushing
method with a giant toothbrush and typhodont of artificial
teeth is Mrs. Gladys King. dental nurse for Dr. Jordan.
Tougaloo Senior Wins Danforth Fellowship
TOUGALOO, Miss. — William
Leon Woods, senior history ma-
jor at 'Tougaloo College, is the
recipient of a Danforth Fellow-
ship for 1969. One of only ten
Mississippians and of 120 in the
cago. For tN“) summers he par-
ticipated in the Intensive Sum-
mers Studies program, at Yale
and at Columbia.
His poem. "Description o f
Canton," was published in Mas-
nation to receive the fellowship. sachussetts Review in 1967 and
Woods expects to do graduate reprinted this year in the publi-
study at either Yale, Johns Hop- cation's tentth anniversary
kins, or the State University of issue.
New York. His present research centers
Born in Madison County, Miss,!on the influence of racism in
me rose
nor from 1905 to 1909, and the turbances in the immediate
historical and social factors post-Civil War period.
governing the development o f Woods is married to the for-
the Saw Mill Quarter, a black mer Maggie Bennett of Canton
neighborhood in Canton. and they are the parents of a
His plans for the future i n- three-year-old daughter, Frank-
elude book-length studies of ie. He is a member of Alpha
Mound Bayou and of racial dis- Phi Alpha fraternity.
Band Glee
Woods is the son of Mr. andithe administration of James K.
Mrs. Robert Woods, now of Chi-iVardaman, Mississippi Gover-
CLASSIFIED AD SECTION Club Plan Concert
REFRIBIEltATOR 82.5.00
Come see these and all other Bargains
Cvuncil Thrift Shop 2268 Park Ave.
MA'TERNITY CLOTHES
Large assortment, very reliable priced.
We still have some winter clothes. And
good assortment of Summer clothes
For all your clothing Bargains come
to:
Council Thrift Shop 2268 Park Ave.
YOUNGTOWN KITCHEN
Included Electric Range Top, L-Iihaps
Base Cabinet. Broiler Oven in Cabinet,
Copper Vent-a-hood Sandlewoort color.
Good condition. Atrractive pride can
be brought separate or all together.
Council Thrift Shop 2268 Park Aye.
'JOE WILLIE PUGH v iil not be re-
sponsible for any bills that KATHE-
RINE PUGH makes.
HELP WANTED
A Progressive Debit Insurance Com-
pany in Memphis has opening for an •
additional salesman or saleslady. 5
day week. Good starting salary plus
opportunity for rapid adVancement.
Call 276-3605 for Interview
WANTED
Lady for Saleswork must be alert and
attractive 21 to 35 years of age.
Apply in Person, 3046 Chelsea Ave.
Rebuilt Kenmore Washer 47.50 & up.
Guaranteed 6 mo. free delivery. Mid
South Appliance Serv. 822 Semmes
Call: 458-0067.
36" Elec. Range 57.50. 3 mo. guaran-
teed Slid South Appliance Service 822
Semmes Call: 458-0067.
36" Gas Stove. 52.50. 3 me guaranteer,
Mid South Applianee 458-0067
1 horespower G.E. Air Conditioner 67.50
3 mo. guaranteed Mid South Appliance
Service 822 Semmes Call: 458-0067.
Expert Repairs On
All Major Appliances. All .work
Guaranteed. Rebuilt Appliances
For Sale
MIDSOUTH APPLIANCE
SERVICE
CALL 458-0067
SINGLE ADULTS
Call 323-1364 •
For Recorded Message 24 Hours
A Day
HELP WANTED
Women to go into Business for
themselves, Selling Symbra
Custom fitted Bras. Girdles and
Swim Wear
MRS. E. B. STEVENS
402 S. Edgemont Cir.
N. W.
Huntsville, Alabama
35811
Ph. (205) 852-3686
FURNITURE
WHOLESALE
Save Money & Time
Call for representatives to,
come to your home for any ,
purchase of furniture Direct
Factory to you. No middle man
cast. Name Brand furniture —
working men's prices. All furn-
iture 5(", above factory price.
D&D Furniture
Company
Phone 393-3810
DR. RECEPTIONIST AND
PRACTICAL NURSING HIGH 8011001.
Study at home through home study
Pre. placement. Write DE SOT()
ACADEMY P. 0. Box 846 MEMPHIS.
TENN. or PH. 275-9270.
mcir.r WANTED
A Progressive Debit Insurance Coni-
ne ny in Memphis has opening for an
additional salesman pr saleslady. 5
day week. Good starting salary Ow
unity for rapid advancement.
Call 276-3605 for Interview
BEELIVE FASHION HOME STYLE
SHOW — Find me a woman . . ."
Find me a woman that doesn't like
fashion and fun, and you will have
found a most unusual woman, Basical•
fy every woman wants to look more
attractive. You too, can be part of
the exciting world of fashion and can
have fun while you are working. You
can add more money to the family
income plus add more cloths to your;
wardrobe. Have a Beeline style show
In your home or become a BEELINE
STYLIST.
Phone 398-7634
The Melrose High , School
Band and Glee Club will be
presented in concert on S u n-
day, April 13, in the school's
auditorium at 5 p. m., and the,
support of the public is invit-
ed.
Tickets for adults are 75
cents in advance and one dol-
lar at the door, and 50 cents
in advance for students and 75
cents at the door.
R. J. McLemore is band di- '
rector, and Mrs. M. P. Long di-
;rector of the glee club.
; Floyd M. Campbell is princi-
pal of the school.
Junior Class Gives
Thursday Talent Show
The Junior Class of Le-Moyne-
Owen College will present
talent show in Bruce Hall 'this
Thursday night, March 27, fea-
turing the Del-Rays and the
Uniques.
Try a great
Old Fashioned idea
tonight:
•
Try your Old Fashioned with Old Forester.
When a Bourbon has flavor that beats
the others straight—a few ingredients
can only sweeten the victory.
At $6 or 100 proof '`There is nothing better in the market."
alINCItT SRAIGHT RIMINI WHISKY • 86 P1101 • 00 PROOF ROM IN SONO • 1111111-11110 SSIIULIS gantill&M• Al 11/161111 IN IOSTOCIY is 136i.
Dental Health Week For
Children Is Celebrated
National Children's Dental
Heaith Week w a a i:elehi-ateil
here recently, and included mov-
ie...I, speeches and table clinics
on dental health.
Programs were presented at
both public and private schools,
churches and before the mem-
Dr. Frank Cole
Will Address
Science Meet
hers of the Bluff City and Shel-
by County Cutumii Of CIVI
Mts.
The chairman of the Dental
Health Week was Dr. John E.
Jordan. He was assisted in the
demonstrations by his d e n t.a I
nurse, Mrs. Gladys King.
Dr. Jordan is a member of
the Shelby County Dental Socie-
ty, Pan Tennessee State Asso-
ciation of the National Dental,
I Association, and a member of;
Memphis Dental Society, Ten.
nessee State Association and
American Dental Association.
Demonstrations were given on ]
the correct way to brush teeth,
and a water-pik a n d electric
Dr. Frank E. Cole of Buffalo,
N.Y., a 1961 graduate o f L etO0th 
brushes displayed.
Moyne College, returns to Ins 
Children were given samples
alma mater April 10 to address 
f a toothpaste recommended
a science seminar, it was an-
nounced by Dr. John Buehler,
chairman of the college's chem-
istry department.
He will speak on "X-R a y
Diffraction Applications to Bio-
logical Problems" at 6 p.m. h.
the Alumni Room of the Hollis
F. Price Library.
Dr. Cole will attend a general
meeting of science and math
students at 10:30 a.m.
Before coming to Memphis, he
will appear at University o f
Washington where he will give
a paper on X-Ray Diffraction.
He holds the Ph.D. degree in
math from Washington State
University.
by the American Dental Asso-
ciation and folders on oral by-
geine.
•
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
8 CONVENIENTLOCATIONS
ware. 101.0$ Oki 900
G(1 milatnosat
sietViff
You Don't Pay More..
You Just Get More At
• VALIANT 0
• ROAD RUNNER ..zfisHER
inergte
• PLYMOUTH
• CHRYSLER
• IMPERIAL 1925 UNION • 27'5-1143
THAN'S
LOAN I FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE •
176 & 1711 BEAL STREET OA 64300
17 or
ohf•tr
-,"
Grab This Oppotturtity ft
EARN Your Own
SPENDING MONEY
Prefit se
Clip Out This
Coupon Lisr-
and
Mail Today
In an Envelops
EAR`r4 $1 to $5
/ every week
in spars tins.
and Win fru Prizes—
Yew AI* • ley 12 m Older IA* This Coupon Mew
'Print Nom._ and AJdress Bear
Id-Slat. Defitothif
121 East Calhoun, stsmphis, Tenn.
my fast bundle of paperk,
two
Street and Kb ........ L
Post 011uta-. •   Stalt *-
Zia Code
r'''::e51.41:: 111 .111 1) 1MPla...15, $ere
FashimParade
INTER NM
Spring's brightest styles including large Brim,
Pin Boxes, Rollers, and many roore in
White, Navy, Black, Beige and other shades.
10 N. Main
Across from Gerbers Upstairs
Also at Southland Mail.
HATS
Ace Appliance Cog Offers You
5 Year Guarantee on Frigidaire Washers and Dryers
;ncluding Parts and Service at No Extra Cost
FREE $ YEAR SERVICE Within a 25-Mile Radius of the City Limits of Memphis, Tenn.
"THIS IS ONE MORE SEASON WHY MORN AND MORE PEOPLE BUY MOM ACE APPLIANCE"
t as ionon It floidias . OM JAY ME APPIAM001
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Ace Appliance Co. Exclusive 5' Year Written Guarantee is Delivered With The
Purchase of Either Friaidaire Washer or Dryer
Frigidaire 1968
Jet Action WASHER
has DPC For
/404t:ce Fabrics1
ObsillinntlisSumnbodelses
tanaidwitasshinrodaaima
001008110shipSdrainpums.
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Why Socrific•QualitY, When You Can
'Get FRIGIDAIRE at These Low Prices
AAr° 0
• '117t No
Payment
Ti,
June 69
rnotosteinr ACTION Wkalit $18
MODEL WAN 5140WCRLSTW4rIE IMS
lit YEAR SONIC/ and PARIS ....Op Mist
Mod MR SERVICE 4.4 PART'S  
3rd TSAR :anon cad PARTS
4th YEAR MIMI sad PARTS  
WO OIARGIE
1(0 CHARCHE
NO CHARGE
5th TEAR SERVICE sad PARTS NO CHARGE
TOTAL COST 98995
FOR 3 FULLYEARS
IOIDAllt 01C. MIR
PcIAL DAN SNOW.CRES WHIM
PR $
let YEAR Sit VICE sad PARTS
Mod UM SIRM1 sad PARTS
3n1 TIM SIMMS sad PASTS
4th MG 1111MCI awl PARTS
5th YEAR SERVICE sod-PARTS
 NO CHAP
 NO CHARGE
• NO CHARGE
 NO CHAIM,
 NO CHARGE
Frigidaire Elec. Automatic Dryer
TOTAL COST 413995
FOR 3 FULL YEARS I
1 om7ffis euRvisme.11.111111111%.111 11116berla
All Models of Frigidaire Washers and Dryers
Carry the Sams S-Tear Written Guarantee.
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